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1. CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1.1Aluminium and its alloy 
Aluminium is a very strong electro-negative element and having high affinity toward oxygen. 

Aluminium is among six most widely spread metals on surface of earth but due to affinity 

towards oxygen it was not isolated till nineteenth century. In its pure state, aluminium is, 

however, a relatively soft metal with a yield strength of only 34.5 N/mm2 (5,000 lb/in2) and a 

tensile strength of 90 N/mm2(13,000 lb/in2). 

The versatile and unique combination of properties imparted by Aluminium and its alloys 

make it most commonly used metallic materials consisting of large range of applications. The 

application of aluminium and its alloys range from soft foil for wrapping to most complicate 

engineering components. Aluminium and its alloys also adapt a variety of manufacturing 

process. The most common manufacturing practice is casting. The unique combination of 

being nontoxic, lightweight and ease of manufacturing make it most used alloy till date. The 

father of the light metal industry was probably the French scientist, Henri Sainte-Claire 

Deville, who in 1850. 

Two classes of alloys may be considered. The first are the 'cast alloys ‘which are cast directly 

into their desired forms by one of three methods (i.e., sand-casting, gravity die casting or 

pressure die casting), while the second class, the 'wrought alloys', are cast in ingots or billets 

and hot and cold worked mechanically into extrusions, forgings, sheet, foil, tube and wire. 

Table 1.1Physical properties of Aluminium 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Physical and chemical advantages of aluminium alloys for which they are preferred over 

other metal alloys are listed below: 
  

Aluminium Al 

Density 

 

2.7g/cc 

Melting temperature 660.30C 

Atomic weight 26.98amu 

Thermal coefficient of 

expansion 

(21-24)10-6 m/0C 
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Light weight 
 

• The most used ferrous alloys for engineering applications are heavier compared 
to aluminium alloy. Light weight of aluminium alloys makes them easy and 
economical for transporting 

 

High strength to weight ratio 
 
 

This property of aluminium alloy the main reason for replacing heavy cast iron 
components especially in automotive industry. Strict norms of pollution control for 
vehicles are pushing manufacturer to search for lighter alternatives. The most 
preferred alloy and trending are alloys of aluminium. 

 

Good strength at low or ambient temperature 
 

• Most of the aluminium alloys exhibit strength comparable to ferrous alloy under 
ambient conditions. These qualities make them useful for cryogenics, LNG tanker    
s etc. 

 

Corrosion resistance 
 

• Aluminium develops thin oxide film when exposed to air and this property 
imparts excellent corrosion resistant for this group of alloys. 

 

Ease of manufacturing process 
 

• Aluminium alloys can be manufactured at ease with many types of manufacturing 
process like casting, wrought, extrusion etc. 

 

Non toxic 
 

• Aluminium and its alloys are nontoxic for which foods are preferred to be packed 
in aluminium foil. 

 

Thermal conductivity 
 

• Aluminium is three times as thermal conductive as steel. So it is used in heat 
exchangers. 

 

Electrical conductivity 
 

• very good conductor of electricity 
 

 

Other than the above properties aluminium and its alloys is noncombustible, spark proof and 

recyclable. 
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1.2Aluminium alloy for automotive, aerospace and high 

temperature applications (compared to ferrous alloy) 
➢ Aluminium alloy due to its low density are preferred for weight sensitive applications 

area such as automotive industry and aerospace. Aluminium provides high specific 

strength as compared to ferrous alloys used for such applications. 

➢ Aluminium alloys are naturally oxidation resistant. 

➢ Aluminium alloy has excellent corrosion resistance. 

➢ Aluminium alloy can be manufactured to precision and adapt lots of manufacturing 

methods such as casting, extruding, forging etc. 

➢ Aluminium posse’s excellent weight to strength ratio. 

➢ Aluminium alloys are cost effective as compared to alloy used for existing high 

temperature applications for example Ni-based and Ti-based alloy in aerospace and 

automotive industries. 

➢ Aluminium alloys are environment friendly. 

➢ All the above qualities are catching focus of researchers to replace ferrous alloy 

especially in automotive industries where environment norms are getting stringent and 

demand for high efficiency are building up. 

1.3Alloys of aluminium 
1.3.1Types of aluminium alloys 
The chief alloying constituents added to aluminium are copper, magnesium, silicon, 

manganese, nickel and zinc. All of these are used to increase the strength of pure aluminium. 

 

 

 

The Aluminium association designation system has following scheme for cast alloys of 

aluminium [Figure 1.1]. The cast alloy designation has assigned four numbers, where a 

decimal point between the third and fourth numbers. Letter precedes the numbers to indicate 

variations. The first three numbers indicate about the alloy, and the fourth is for the product 

form. 

1xx.x- Controlled unalloyed compositions  

 2xx.x- Aluminium alloys containing copper as the major alloying element  

 3xx.x- Aluminium-silicon alloys are also containing magnesium and/or copper  

Al alloy
Cast

1xx.x

2xx.x

3xx.x

4xx.x

5xx.x

6xx.x

7xx.x

8xx.x

Wrought

Figure 1.1 Aluminium cast alloy division 
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 4xx.x-Binary aluminium-silicon alloys  

5xx.x- Aluminium alloys containing magnesium as the major alloying element  

6xx.x- Currently unused  

7xx.x- Aluminium alloys containing zinc as the major alloying element, usually also 

containing additions of either copper, magnesium, chromium, manganese or combinations of 

these elements.  

8xx.x-Aluminium alloys containing tin as the major alloying element · 

1.3.2Casting aluminium alloys 
Use of cast part in automobile is gaining popularity. Data from reports reveal use of cast 

component from Aluminium alloy in engine and chassis is 90% compared to wrought 

aluminium alloy which is only 10%. [Table-1.2] 

Table 1.2  Area of car Portion of total Al used in car 
 

Area of car (%) Portion of total Al used  

in car 

(%) Cast 

Al-alloy 

(%) Wrought 

Al-alloy 

Engine Parts 50 90 10 

Chassis 30 90 10 

Body 15 20 80 

Interior Fittings                        5 40 60 

 

[https://www.researchgate.net/publication/306292368 Final Report on Scrap Management, Sorting 

and Classification of Aluminium Technical Report · December 2003] 

1.4Aluminium and silicon alloy 
The outstanding effect of silicon in aluminium alloys is the improvement of casting 

characteristics. Additions of silicon to pure aluminium dramatically improve fluidity, hot tear 

resistance, and feeding characteristics. The most prominently used compositions in all casting 

processes are those of the aluminium-silicon family. Commercial alloys span the hypoeutectic 

and hypereutectic ranges up to about 25% Si. 

1.5Al-Cu alloy system 

 

Figure 1.2 Phase diagram of Al-Cu alloy system 

http://www.researchgate.net/publication/306292368
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Aluminium alloys are the most used alloys in automotive industries. Among many other 

reasons of its use in automotive sectors light weight, high strength to weight ratio, ease in 

choice of manufacturing process is few. Developments in aluminium alloy and optimization 

of casting techniques have led to improved material properties and functional integration 

which enable aluminium castings to satisfy the new market requirements and have allowed 

replacing, in many cases, engine components made with heavy cast iron alloys. Phase diagram 

[Figure 1.2] of Al-Cu system mainly can be divided in to 3-parts: 

a. Hypoeutectic 

b. Eutectic 

c. Hyper-Eutectic 

It is reported in the magazine “Aluminium Insider” in their [6th July 2018 issue] about the new 

material developed by using copper as an alloying element to sustain high temperature during 

engine operations. The report also mentioned about the difficulties that may arise due to copper 

addition during casting. The alloy was developed to address the issue of increasing efficiency 

without losing performance. The alloy developed with collaboration with “Oak Ridge National 

Laboratory and casting supplier Nemak” and FCA performed at high temperature with a 

nominal increase of 7% production cost. 

Properties of Al-Cu cast alloy can be broadly classified as follows 

1.5.1Heat treatable Al-Cu alloy 
Cast aluminium alloys have great response on heat-treatment    because it is commonly used 

to alter the mechanical properties of the given alloy. Heat-treatment improves the strength of 

aluminium alloys. This improvement is possible through a process known as precipitation-

hardening and it occurs due to the heating and cooling of an aluminium alloy. The alternate 

heating and cooling develop precipitates in the aluminium matrix. 
Quenching-process and benefits: Quenching process description with emphasis on ambient 

quench temperature. 

Aging-Process and benefits: Heat treatment improves hardness for improved machinability 

and eliminates any permanent changes in dimensions from residual growth due to aging at 

operating temperatures 

1.5.2Metallurgical properties of Al-Cu alloy 
Aluminium-copper alloys having copper in excess precipitate as eutectic and intermetallic 

phase. This precipitation strengthening phase distribution is responsible for the improvement 

in mechanical behaviour at room as well as high temperature. The overall distribution of 

second phase in the aluminium primary phase and grain morphology depend upon many 

factors. Casting process, composition, cooling rate are some of the factors affecting the grain 

morphology of Al-Cu cast alloys. 

1.5.3Mechanical properties Al-Cu alloy 
Aluminium casts are mainly alloyed to improve their mechanical properties depending upon 

the requirements. Copper is the most common alloying element when it comes to improvement 

of strength of aluminium alloy. The most commonly used Al-Cu alloy in automotive industry 

also contains silicon to improve castability. Silicon has lower thermal expansion. The 

intermettalics formed when silicon is present, during cooling are not preferable during high 

temperature applications. Aluminium alloyed with copper and not having silicon requires very 

carefully designed riser and gating system. Optimising the composition and design can result 

in components with high strength and sound casting. 

1.5.4Castability of Al-Cu alloy 
Alloying aluminium with copper improves strength and with silicon improves castability. 

Alloy of aluminium with copper and in the absence of silicon is difficult to be casted. It is well 

known that adding silicon affect the strength at high temperature application but still to get 
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defect free cast components it is added with Al-Cu alloy. 

1.5.5High temperature applications and recent developments in Al-Cu alloy 
The universal acceptance of aluminium pistons by all gasoline engine manufacturers in the 

United States can be attributed to their light weight and high thermal conductivity. Alloy 242-

T571 is used in some heavy-duty pistons because of its higher thermal conductivity and 

superior properties at elevated temperatures. Other applications of aluminium alloys for 

elevated-temperature use include air-cooled cylinder heads for airplanes and motorcycles. The 

10% Cu Alloy 222.0-T61 was used extensively for this purpose prior to the 1940s but has been 

replaced by the 242.0 and 243.0 compositions. The alloy 222.0-T6 contains Mg along with 

10% Cu. But the use of the alloy is replaced by 242.0 and 243.0 which contain Si and copper 

in the range 3.5 to 4.5 %. Silicon addition improves fluidity. For use at moderate elevated 

temperatures (up to 175 °C, or 350 °F), Alloys 355 and C355 have been extensively used. 

These applications include aircraft motor and gear housings. Alloy A201.0 and the A206.0 

type alloys have also been used in this temperature range when the combination of high 

strength at room temperatures and elevated temperatures is required. Aluminium alloy with 

copper always exhibits excellent strength, pressure tightness, light weight may be with or 

without silicon. 

So, Al-Cu alloys are always preferred whenever strength at room and at elevated temperature 

is the priority. Compared to other alloying agents such as manganese and magnesium, rare 

earth elements used for elevated temperature use may not be cast effective when compared 

with copper. 

1.6Computer aided analysis [Casting simulation software] for 

defect free casting 
Al-Cu alloys with somewhat higher copper contents (7 to 8%) were formerly the most 

commonly used aluminium casting alloys. Steadily been replaced by Al-Cu-Si alloys recently 

and are used to a very limited extent. The best attribute of higher-copper Al-Cu alloys is their 

insensitivity to impurities. However, these alloys display only fair castability. Also in limited 

use are Al-Cu alloys that contain 9 to 11% Cu, whose high-temperature strength and wear 

resistance are attractive for use in aircraft cylinder heads and in automotive (diesel) pistons 

and cylinder blocks. Very good high-temperature strength is an attribute of alloys containing 

copper, nickel, and magnesium, sometimes with iron in place of part of the nickel. When cost 

is a priority along with high temperature strength for selecting the major component to be used 

for alloy then copper with aluminium is the most desired material. Considering their fair 

castability and pressure to minimise rejections, use of “Casting simulation software” becoming 

unavoidable. The use of such software helps in saving time, labour material and money. 

Careful and accurate input parameters such as physical and thermal properties of alloy, 

dimension of the component, mold material and type of casting etc give very useful results to 

make defect free casting within a small-time frame. The use of casting simulation software to 

improve yield of alloy with fair castability and produce complex castings without defects are 

gaining popularity. 

1.7Objective and Abstract 
1.7.1 Objective 

Developing castable, precipitation strengthen and thermally stable Al-based alloy require 

alloying elements as having certain qualities such as capability of forming strengthening phase, 

low diffusibility in aluminium, ability to be casted conventionally and must have low solid 

solubility in aluminium. Considering copper as a major alloying element have all the above 

qualities developing Al-Cu alloy and not adding silicon to the system which is known to limit 

the high temperature applicability of the alloy is the main objective of the current research 

work. Al-Cu alloys are conventional alloy and one of the most studied alloy materials. The 
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need of recent analysis of these alloys is due to their versatile nature and adaptability to 

perform better under many conditions. Now a day lots of improved manufacturing techniques 

can be used to develop defect free components from this magic alloy economically which is 

the reason for the current study. The objective can be summarised as follows: 

Part-I Development 

➢ Development of the alloy system [without silicon] 

➢ Casting components from the developed Al-Cu alloy. (Gravitydie casting &Greensand 

casting)   with varying dimensions. 

➢ Part-II Testing 

➢ Study of microstructure and its effect on tensile behaviour for die cast and sand 

cast  components developed from Al-Cu alloys. 

➢ Effect of heat treatment (T6) on tensile behaviour of developed Al-Cu alloys.  

➢ Wear properties of these developed Al-Cu alloys. 

➢ Effect of solidification for different thickness under different manufacturing process. 

Part-III Simulation 

➢ Use and validation of casting simulation software to make defect free castings [“Z cast 

casting simulation software” used for the current study]. This is the improvement phase for 

improving the quality of casting. 
➢ To check the predictability of software by adding lab developed alloy to the database. 
 
Addition of silicon to aluminium improves its fluidity and quality of cast component. Silicon 

expands during solidification and reduction in shrinkage defect is normally observed with 

aluminium silicon alloy. Aluminium alloy with silicon exhibits improved strength at room 

temperature compared to pure aluminium. The improved mechanical properties are due to 

distribution of second phase inside the primary matrix. Only addition of silicon to aluminium 

without other alloying elements is not preferred due to inability of heat treatment. Aluminium 

alloys which are known for strength improvement due to precipitation hardening are not 

possible with only silicon as alloying element. Silicon which has very low solid solubility in 

aluminium   even at high temperature and therefore not suitable for precipitation strengthening 

without any other elements. Copper is added which forms Al2Cu intermetallics known  for 

strengthening due to precipitation hardening. The most commonly used Al-Si-Cu alloy for 

automotive application is not suitable for high temperature operations. When it comes to 

aluminium alloy with copper as only alloying element it is very good for improving strength 

at room as well as at high temperature operations. The main limitation for Al-Cu alloy is 

quality of cast component and reduced ductility. 

So, objective of the present analysis is to keep copper wt% in aluminium such that the changes 

in microstructure due to copper addition can be studied for 4 wt % (which is slightly below 

max solubility level at 548℃) up to 12 wt%. Upper limit of copper addition chosen as 12wt% 

which is well above its solubility in aluminium at eutectic temperature. Tensile tests results 

also suggested beyond 8 wt% of copper addition the strength of the alloy reduces. The best 

microstructure and mechanical properties were obtained when copper added at 8 wt%.  

Study of effect of heat treatment on tensile behaviour for different copper addition is also 

included in the objective. Due to variation of copper wt% in aluminium, microstructure of the 

cast component change which eventually affect the tensile behaviour before and after heat 

treatment. 

Addition of copper as major alloying element with other minor alloying elements is good for 

applications at room as well as at high temperature. Therefore, analysis of Al-Cu alloy is 

gaining importance. Analysis of microstructure with varying copper and in the absence of 

any other alloying elements can predict the tensile properties of cast components which will 
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be very helpful in choosing different compositions. 

In the recent work alloying elements and their percentage in aluminium alloy chosen for study 

are such that mechanical properties must be enhanced not only at room temperature but also 

at elevated temperature. Aluminium alloy commonly used are added with copper for 

improving strength and silicon for better fluidity, corrosion resistance and to some extent 

strength at ambient temperature. But addition of silicon affects the strength at elevated 

temperature. 

Use of simulation software and predicting the defect formation virtually which is validated 

experimentally so that the software can be used to produce defect free casting is also an 

objective of the study. Comparison of  the accuracy of defects formation are done by using 

existing casting process parameters such as riser dimension, sprue size ; which give defect free 

results for aluminium alloy containing silicon. 

1.7.2 Abstract 
Aluminium alloy with copper as major alloying element is known for their high strength. Al-

Cu alloy exhibit high strength at room as well as high temperature applications. The most 

common alloying element added to aluminium and copper is silicon, which imparts good 

casting properties. Adding silicon to Al-Cu alloy improve their castability at the cost of 

strength at higher temperatures. The current analysis is aimed at assessing different mechanical 

and microstructural changes for alloys of aluminium with copper when silicon is not added. 

Different casting processes and their results are also analysed for the Al-Cu alloy system. 

Aluminium alloys containing 4wt%, 8wt% and 12wt% of copper developed in the laboratory 

for the study has been tested for their mechanical properties and microstructure changes. Green 

sand casting and gravity die casting process used to compare the casting qualities and 

properties of components developed from these alloys. Wear properties of developed alloy 

also has been studied. The alloy containing 8wt% copper found to be best among all the three 

alloys developed based on tensile strength and microstructure. All the developed alloys were 

heat treated and tensile strength improved for all the alloys after heat treatment. From 

microstructure study it has been established that finer grain sizes and Al2Cu intermetallics 

found are suitable to retain strength at higher temperatures for the developed alloys. The 

present study conducted simulation analysis with validation to improve cast qualities which 

happened to be poor due to excess copper and in the absence of silicon. Present analysis is a 

balanced combination of conventional alloy and modern techniques which may help to 

optimize alloy development and casability. 

1.8 Structure of thesis 
Chapter-1 of the thesis contain introduction to Al-Cu cast alloy. This part includes briefly 

about “Casting simulation software” and applications. 

Chapter-2 of the thesis includes the literature and researches related to Al-Cu alloy for high 

temperature applications based on their microstructure. 

Chapter-3 contains the summary of experimental methods and alloy synthesis for the current 

study. 

Chapter-4 is about the results obtained and discussions related to the study of Al-Cu alloy. It 

includes results of microstructure study, mechanical behaviour, tribology and simulations with 

validations. 

Chapter-5 is the conclusions from the current analysis. 

Chapter-6 is brief summary of future scope related to the study. 
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2. CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 
 

2.1Aluminium alloy 
Aluminium alloys are considered as the future of automotive industry due to their light weight 

and high strength. But the main challenge is retaining strength at elevated temperature. 

Addition of copper improves strength whereas silicon improves cast quality.  Physical and 

mechanical properties of any alloy are dependent on factors other than composition such as 

cooling rate during solidification, casting method, heat treatment etc. Current analysis has 

taken account of all the above factors. Variation in compositions and its effect when different 

casting methods are followed, at different cooling rate and after heat treatment has been 

analyzed for Al-Cu alloy in the present thesis. 

This section is the summary of extensive research outcomes and literatures present relevant to 

Al-Cu cast alloy based on above said factors. 

2.1.1Aluminium-copper alloy for high temperature applications 
Pure aluminium is too soft and hardly has any applications in engineering. Therefore, alloys 

of aluminium are preferred over pure aluminium. Alloys of aluminium are the second most 

used alloys after steel. Aluminium alloys gained their popularity due to qualities which can be 

summarized as light weight, good conductivity, adaptability to various manufacturing 

processes, nontoxic nature etc. It is well known that due to light weight property when 

compared to the ferrous counterpart, alloys of aluminium deliver greater efficiency, better fuel 

consumption and less pollution making component for automotive applications. Aluminium 

alloys used in automotive applications are exposed to high operating temperatures 

(above200˚C). With increase in uses of aluminium and its alloys continuous evolution and 

research are simultaneously taking place. Among alloys of aluminium those extensively being 

used and researched are its alloys with copper and silicon. Especially when it comes to use in 

automotive sectors many parameters are needed to be considered. Mechanical properties, 

choice of manufacturing processes, precision of dimensions and cost of production are some 

of them. 

Alloys of aluminium with metals like copper, magnesium, silicon as major alloying elements 

improve its tensile behaviour and make it more useful for different applications. Aluminium 

alloys are gaining popularity in automotive and aviation industries recently due to various 

reasons. High strength to weight ratio, ease in choice of different manufacturing processes, 

nontoxic behaviour, corrosion resistances are few to be named. Alloys of aluminium with Cu 

and Mg can retain good mechanical properties even under high temperature applications. Most 

of the aluminium alloy response to heat treatment is also excellent [1-4]. Aluminium is also 

100% recyclable which is another reason for its vast use in recent years. M.O.Adeoti et al in 

their study concluded that scrap aluminium can be reused without compromising on its 

mechanical properties [5].Copper for example, is added to Al primarily to increase the strength. 

Increasing the Cu content causes a continuous increase in the hardness; however, the strength 

and especially the ductility depend on how the Cu is distributed [6]. In the paper [7] it is 

described that copper addition improves the mechanical properties of aluminium alloy. 

Strength of aluminium alloy both at room temperature and elevated temperature increases with 

increase in Cu (wt%) content. With increasing copper wt% in aluminium above its solid 

solubility limit at eutectic temperature increases super plastic behaviour at high temperature 

[8]. Adding alloying elements like copper (Cu), magnesium (Mg), nickel (Ni) combined 

enhance the tensile properties of Al-Si foundry alloy at 2500C [9]. Addition of copper as major 

alloying element with other minor alloying elements is good for applications at room as well 
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as at high temperature. Therefore, analysis of Al-Cu alloy is gaining importance. Analysis of 

microstructure with varying copper and in the absence of any other alloying elements can 

predict the tensile properties of cast components which will be very helpful in choosing 

different compositions. Like aluminium alloys with copper and nickel improve its creep 

resistance along with its elastic modulus at elevated temperatures when copper content is 

increased. The strength at elevated temperature is due to the age hardening effect [10]. 

Aluminium when combined with copper gives very good strength at room as well as high 

operating temperatures. The strength of Al-Cu alloy is due to the tetragonal structure of the θ' 

phase. Precipitate-hardened aluminium alloy A201possesses the highest mechanical strength 

between room temperature and 200℃ when compared to other casting aluminium alloys [11]. 

Therefore, improving aluminium foundry alloys for elevated temperature applications is topic 

of concern for lots of industries. Heat treatable alloys of aluminium exhibit very good strength 

for room temperature applications, but they usually loose strength when exposed to 

temperatures above their aging temperature (above 150℃) due to softening of the precipitate 

phase. The strength is dependent both on exposure time and temperature. Aluminium alloys 

with copper and nickel improve its creep resistance along with its elastic modulus at elevated 

temperature when copper content is increased due to age hardening effect.  Volume fraction 

of precipitation hardened alloy plays key role in enhancing the strength of commercial alloys. 

Gladman discussed about the optimum size of these precipitated particles in his research [12]. 

But in the paper [13] it has been observed that after certain time of exposure to high 

temperatures the strength and hardness cease to deteriorate. It is also reported that mechanical 

behaviour of AlCu5 alloys at high temperature showed better results despite the reported worse 

casting properties compared to conventional Al-Si alloys [14-17]. 

2.1.2Al-Cu alloy and castabilty 

Among the methods of manufacturing processes used in automotive industries casting is one 

of the mostly preferred, due to its cost effectiveness and ease of producing complex shapes 

with precision. Taking all into account the main focuses in recent days are developing alloys 

of aluminium that can withstand high operating temperatures without losing its castability and 

vice versa. Developments in aluminium alloys and optimization of casting techniques have led 

to improved material properties and functional integration which enable aluminium castings 

to satisfy the new market requirements and have allowed replacing engine components made 

with heavy cast iron alloys [18]. Most of the researches on fluidity of Al- Cu alloy agreed upon 

presence of silicon are desirable to get better quality of cast products. Casting aluminium alloys 

based on those to which silicon is added as the main alloying element are probably the most 

important for engineering applications. This is because of the high fluidity provided by alloys 

with near eutectic composition [19]. The paper [20] gives a very detailed report on effect of 

copper and silicon concluding copper increases hot tear and decreases fluidity when added up 

to 5.5wt%. The spiral fluidity test done with addition of silicon established better fluidity. The 

paper also established that increasing solidification range with copper addition decreases the 

fluidity and hence the castability. Silicon due to its higher latent heat slows down the 

solidification rate and increase in fluidity. It is also reported in many literatures that tensile 

behaviour degrades with increase in silicon, especially when it comes to elevated temperature 

uses. Ravi et al in their paper discussed about the exceptional nature of silicon of increasing 

fluidity [21]. The paper reported Al-Si alloy are castable alloy suitable for ambient 

temperature use and not for elevated temperature applications [22]. 

Therefore, Al-Cu alloys are known to be of the most potential materials for research in today’s 

context when considered for high temperature applications [150℃ to 250℃] as compared with 

most commonly used Al-Si-Cu [A356] alloy groups. Though AlCu5 family exhibit good 

strength at room and high temperatures, still they are not very convenient for use in GSPM 

or LPDC [23]. Shabestari and Momeni in their paper observed porosity volume increase and 
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tensile properties improve with addition of copper to Al-Si-Mg alloy [24]. Addition of copper 

to aluminium in the range 4 to8 wt% generally result in large freezing ranges which ultimately 

make these alloy vulnerable to hot tearing defects [25]. It is well established that [26] 2xx.x 

series of aluminium alloys are capable of giving cast alloy of highest strength among all cast 

alloys. The paper by Teng et al compared the tensile properties of Al-Cu alloy and 

Manganese (Mn) micro alloying at high temperatures and got good results [27]. It is 

established in the paper [28] due to brittle nature of Al2Cu intermetallics in Al-Cu alloys adding 

copper beyond 10wt% is not recommended. The aluminium-copper alloys are single-phase 

alloys. Unlike the alloys with silicon, where highly fluid second phase are available during the 

late stages of solidification. When available, the second phase help in feeding the shrinkage 

areas and also compensate for solidification stresses [29]. Smart foundry techniques and 

designs should be implemented to get the best mechanical properties deliverable by these 

series of alloys. Careful techniques are usually needed to promote the progress of the metal 

solidification starting from the remote areas of the casting toward the hotter and more liquid 

casting areas, the risers, and then to the riser feeders. When these necessary and more accurate 

casting techniques are used, the aluminium copper alloys can be successfully used to produce 

high-strength and high-ductility castings [30]. Micro alloying of Al-Cu alloy improves the 

thermal stability further. The optimum wt% of copper and carefully designed casting processes 

can help in developing high strength Al-Cu alloy which can retain strength at elevated 

temperatures. Al-Cu alloy with 7.3-8 wt% has been found to be most hot tear resistant alloy 

[31]. The paper [32] reported newly developed alloy of aluminium with copper having only 

0.054% Si as the optimum performing aluminium alloy at room as well as high temperature 

conditions. It can be concluded from literatures compared to other aluminium alloys under 

experimental analysis alloys with minimum silicon responded better to heat treatment and high 

temperature operation conditions. 

2.2Microstructure and metallurgy 
It is well known that mechanical properties of any alloy can be predicted from their 

metallographic features. It is very relevant to study microstructure of any alloy under different 

solidification and casting processes. Heat treatments alter microstructure and distribution of 

intermetallics which ultimately affect the strength both at room and elevated temperatures. 

Evolution of grain structures under different solidification rate for any particular composition 

is also responsible for its hardness. Many studies have been performed to analyse the 

microstructure under various parameters for Al-Cu alloy. This section includes literatures 

describing the microstructure evolution and change in Al-Cu alloy. Easton et al established in 

their research that secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) are characteristic of an alloy at 

certain cooling rate for a particular composition [33]. 

2.2.1 Microstructure change due to copper addition 
Microstructures developed during cooling processes affect the mechanical properties of an 

alloy. The phase equilibrium and analysis reveal the different types of phase formation which 

are ultimately responsible for mechanical behaviour of any alloy. Study at high temperatures 

of phase and analysis give an idea about the microstructure to be present after solidification 

[34, 35]. Grain sizes of Al-Cu alloy can be altered by varying the amount of copper added to 

aluminium while keeping other parameters such as casting process, rate of cooling etc 

unchanged. It has been reported that grain sizes of alloy decrease with increasing copper wt% 

within certain range. The change in grain sizes due to change in composition can be related to 

dependency upon parameters like super cooling parameters and growth restriction factors. The 

solidification interval variations as an effect of composition change are too responsible for 

grain size variation. Researches show that grain sizes of as cast Al-Cu alloy decrease with 

increasing solidification interval. However it is also reported that grain size refining may 
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deteriorate when copper exceed 5.7wt% [36, 37]. Adding copper to commercially pure 

aluminium transforms the columnar structure to equi- axial grains and also results in a linear 

increase of the micro hardness. Rawajfeh et al in their paper found that 6wt% copper with 

aluminium is the optimal composition based on corrosion resistance and mechanical 

behaviour [38]. Copper has greatest impact as compared to any other major alloying elements 

added to aluminium; both heat treated, and in as cast conditions, at room as well as at elevated 

temperature applications. Copper is preferred as an alloying element where strength is priority 

at room and at elevated temperatures [39]. Increasing copper content beyond maximum solid 

solubility limit at eutectic temperature in aluminium increases the precipitation strengthening. 

The intermettalics formed can withstand high temperature. On the other hand, increasing the 

copper content decreases the elongation [40]. The elongation however can be improved with 

different dendrite grain morphology which can be achieved by adjusting the casting 

parameters. As reported [41] compared to the equiaxed dendrite grains, the tortuous dendrite 

grains led to increased tensile elongation (from 10.4% to 16.8%) and work of fracture (from 

11.2 J/mm2 to 17.2 J/mm2) by more than 50%, respectively. Meanwhile, the high tensile 

strength (∼540 MPa) and grain size (∼80 μm) were unchanged. Microstructures of cast 

components also vary with change in casting processes. Many researchers reported varying 

grain morphology due to variation in casting processes. Gradient solidification methods 

implemented give better results both for sand cast and die cast components are reported in the 

paper [42]. Die casting impart finer grains compared to sand casting and centrifugal casting is 

reported in the paper [43]. Experimental evidences show that same aluminium alloy 

composition exhibit different mechanical properties when casting methods are altered. This 

happens due to different microstructure distribution associated with various methods [44]. 

Mechanical properties of any cast component greatly depend on the microstructure. Grain 

refinement is one of the best techniques to improve the mechanical properties. Besides adding 

grain refiner there are many process parameters which can deliver good results. In the paper 

by Guofang et al [45] relation between cooling rate and grain refinement has been established. 

Microstructure evolution of aluminium with 4.5 wt% copper alloy due to different casting 

methods and cooling rate variations are also reported in the paper [46]. It is established from 

many experiments that higher the cooling rate finer the grains and better the mechanical 

behaviour. The grain morphology and distribution are also responsible for sound and defect 

free cast components. Addition of copper extends the solidification range as compared to 

copper free aluminium alloy which result in developing micro porosity more likely [47]. The 

microstructure of aluminium alloy with copper exhibit finer grain size but tendency to 

developing porosity is associated with copper addition. Even slight variation of solidification 

rate due to copper addition affects mechanical behaviour   [48]. 

2.2.2Microstructure due to change in solidification rate 
Solidification rate alters the microstructure formed even for the same composition. There are 

many literatures those conclude that higher rate of cooling can produce better microstructures 

and hence better mechanical properties. Formaro et al in their paper studied Al-Cu alloy having 

copper below its solid solubility limit and found the dendritic grains and eutectic formed with 

rapid cooling are absent with slow cooling process [49]. Detailed analysis of aluminium alloy 

in the paper [50] reported, change in microstructures and eutectic formation with sudden 

change in velocity of the molten metal. The changes in microstructures are the result of rate of 

change in solidification due to change in velocity. Researches reveal that change in 

solidification rate alter the dendrite arm spacing which consequently change the tensile 

behaviour of aluminium alloy. 

 

2.2.3Microstructure variation with casting processes 
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It is reported in many studies that altering the method of casting amicrostructure of 

components. The paper by Beroual et al studied extensively about microstructure of sand cast 

and dies cast aluminium alloy and reported smaller dendrite arm spacing for high pressure die 

casting compared to sand casting. It is also reported in the same paper components from die 

cast exhibit better hardness [51, 52]. 

2.2.4Microstructure variation with dimension change 

The dimensions of components to be cast play an important role in microstructure formation. 

Change in section size varies the solidification rate and also the formation of grains. It is well 

established that section with smaller dimension or thickness exhibit better and finer 

microstructure. The paper by Akhil et al reported important findings with section size change 

and micro structure variations [53]. 

2.2.5Microstructure change after heat treatment 
Aluminium-copper alloys are known for their improved mechanical properties due to heat 

treatment. It is also reported that prolong annealing affect adversely the mechanical properties 

due to coarsening [54] Different processes of heat treatment alters the microstructure. 

Controlled aging during heat treatment varies the morphology and size of precipitates which 

enhance the microstructure and consequently the mechanical properties [55]. Detailed study 

of heat treatment on microstructure of 356 and 319 aluminium alloys with microstructure has 

been reported in the paper [56]. 

Literature studies establish the relation between copper addition and elevated temperature 

strength for Al alloys. 

2.3Mechanical properties 
The quantitative study of phase transformation can help in finding out the sequence of 

precipitation of Al-Cu alloy. In the paper [57] change of strengthening phase formation is 

reported which is responsible for improving mechanical behaviour of Al-Cu alloy. Lots of 

studies related to mechanical properties of Al-Cu alloy based on their metallographic features 

are present in literature. Analysis of mechanical behaviour based on microstructure should be 

validated with actual strength test. For polycrystalline materials the relation between grain 

sizes and tensile strength is given by “Hall-Petch” equation [Eq -2.1]. The equation suggests 

decrease in grain size increase the tensile strength [58]. 

σ = σ0 + kd−1/2  [Equation -2.1] 

Where σ-Yield strength,  d- Average grain size, σ0 -internal back stress, k-HP slope 

Aluminium alloys are preferred over ferrous alloy in automotive and aerospace industries due 

to their high strength and light weight combination. To balance between cost, strength and 

weight at high temperature applications such as automobile engine components is pushing 

researchers to experiment with alloy composition and manufacturing process. Though most 

of the aluminium alloy in recent automotive applications show high strength at room 

temperature but cannot retain the same at higher temperatures. Lots of literature suggest adding 

copper improve mechanical behaviour not only at room temperature but also at high 

temperature applications. 

2.3.1Copper addition and its effect on tensile behaviour 

It is well established that mechanical behaviour is dependent on the microstructure developed 

during solidification. Mechanical properties of Aluminium and its alloys also depend upon 

microstructure developed. The microstructure developed depends on many factors such as 

composition of alloy, rate of cooling, casting process, dimension of components etc. Other 

factors which affect the mechanical properties are defects developed during solidification [59-

61]. Studies show that decrease in DAS (dendrite arm spacing) of α-Aluminium phase 

achieved due to fast cooling rate, increases the strength and hardness of aluminium alloy [62]. 

Husain Mehdi et al in their paper concluded that ultimate tensile strength increases and % 
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elongation decreases with increase in copper wt% [63]. Jin et al from their analysis found that 

alloy of aluminium 2219 exhibit higher strength and better ductility with TiC [64]. Researchers 

found that addition of copper as the only alloying element beyond certain amount have 

drawbacks such as developing casting defects, like hot tears, porosities and difficulties in 

casting complex shapes [65]. Defects like hot tears, shrinkages, porosities in the final 

components consequently decrease the yield [66]. To   overcome such difficulties and to get 

defect free components silicon (Si) is added along with copper in most of the aluminium alloys. 

But many researchers found that addition of silicon affect adversely the strength during high 

temperature applications [67, 68]. As discussed in [section 2.1] though addition of silicon 

improves the quality of cast components but intermetallics formed during solidification may 

not withstand high temperatures above 250℃. Most of the automobile components and 

aerospace industry are choosing aluminium alloy as alternative to ferrous alloy due to its high 

strength to weight ratio. But using Al-alloy at elevated temperatures is still a challenge for 

engineers. Unlike many other engineering materials, alloys of aluminium designated for high 

temperature applications actually operate between relatively low temperature i.e. between 

2000C to4000C.Though the absolute operating temperature is not very high but the homologus 

temperature is comparable to any other high temperature designated engineering materials [69]. 

Many recent studies with multicomponent aluminium alloys concluded adding copper improve 

performance at elevated temperature [70]. Addition of copper and heat treatment increases 

strength, hardness but decreases ductility in aluminium alloy [71,72]. Most of the aluminium 

alloy along with copper use silicon as a n alloying element to enhance the casting process and 

final yield. As discussed earlier [section 1.2] aluminium alloy using copper as major alloying 

elements has its pros and cons. Copper when added as only alloying element and beyond 

certain limits create defects during solidification process such as hot tears, micro porosity and 

shrinkage. This happens as in most of the cases addition of copper increases the solidification 

range. New requirements have pushed the casting supplier to develop new process solutions 

with the aim of increasing the quality of castings, minimizing defects (porosity, inclusions 

etc.) and improving the microstructure of the material (dendrite arm spacing), in order to 

achieve better mechanical properties [73,74]. The paper [75] reported copper is added to 

enhance the mechanical properties of aluminium alloy. Adding copper up to 4wt% increased 

the mechanical properties of Al-Si alloy. 

2.3.2Copper addition and its effect on hardness 
Copper added to aluminium alter the microstructure and hence the hardness. Depending upon 

the intermetallics formed the secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) changes. These factors 

affect the hardness. [76, 77] 

2.3.3Tensile strength and micro hardness as function of microstructure 
The paper [78] reported quantitative relation between micro hardness and microstructure. The 

primary dendrite arm spacing decreases with increase in cooling rate and growth rate which 

consequently increase micro hardness. Variation in mold thickness and induced cooling rate 

which alters microstructure and changes micro hardness [79]. Presence of Fe in Al-Cu alloy 

affects the microstructure. The intermetallics formed with increase in Fe result in decrease of 

mechanical properties of Al-Cu alloy [80]. Elastic modulus too depends upon metallurgical 

properties of Al-Cu alloy [81]. 

2.3.4Copper addition and high temperature strength 
High temperature strength of aluminium alloy for variation in copper amount reported in paper 

[82-84] Tanaka et al mentioned the alloy named “KS2000” which is highly heat resistant alloy 

of aluminium. Al-Cu alloy used for developing components used in diesel engine have been 

reported [85, 86]. 
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Literature study suggest copper addition to aluminium alloy in the absence of silicon improve 

its strength at elevated temperature. Microstructure of alloys also decide the elevated 

temperature strength of any alloy. 

Mechanical properties at room and elevated temperature enhance due to copper addition has 

been found from different literatures. 

2.4Heat treatment 
Mechanical properties of Al-Cu cast alloy can further be enhanced by heat treatment. The 

correct heat treatment process with optimised temperature and time can improve tensile 

behaviour and in some cases ductility too. Heat treatment improves the microstructure and 

hence the mechanical properties. Addition of copper and its effect on heat treatment for 

aluminium alloy has been the area of interest for many researchers. Most of the literature found 

T6 heat treatment to be best suited for Al-Cu alloy. Heat treatment consists of solution heat 

treatment, quenching and aging. These processes aid in precipitation strengthening of A- Cu 

alloy [87]. In their paper Li et al discussed about T6 heat treatment of aluminium-copper alloy 

the strengthening θ-phase improved further and enhanced the elongation without affecting the 

tensile strength [88]. 

2.4.1Solution heat treatment of Al-Cu alloy 
It is well established for aluminium-copper alloy that T6 heat treatment improves its 

mechanical properties remarkably [89-92]. Research suggests that increasing copper content 

in aluminium improve their age hardening characteristics. This is due to more solute atom 

present for diffusion [93]. Aluminium alloy with copper show good response to heat treatment 

as the distribution of θ-phase become more uniform at grain boundaries. Detailed analysis of 

microstructure and corresponding tensile behaviour for particular composition can help in 

developing good cast components. Optimising composition and heat treatment can give best 

combination of strength and microstructure [94]. Size and distribution of precipitates affects 

the solution heating temperature to be applied for best results after heat treatment [95]. Study 

of Al-Cu alloy show that in T6 heat treatment Al2Cu precipitated around the edges of grains 

[96]. Precipitates near the grain edges enhance the mechanical properties which can be 

achieved from T6 heat treatment. For T6 heat treatment the first stage is solution heat treatment 

(SHT). The temperature and time for SHT is chosen such that complete dissolution of 

precipitates should be achieved. Quenching in water followed by artificial age hardening helps 

in enhancing the tensile property due to better distribution of Al2Cu precipitates near the   edge. 

Heat treatment not only improves tensile property but also enhance elongation in 2219 Al 

alloys [97]. The paper is about the importance of heat treatment as a whole process and use 

of prediction model in casting to predict microstructure. Al-Si-Cu alloy solution temperature 

is kept about 495℃ [98]. Decision of Solution temperature and time depends upon presence 

of strengthening phases. The temperature range is decided from the phase diagram and 

presence of elements in the alloy. In the paper [99]. It is established that rate of dissolution of 

second phase, onset temperature of melting peak is dependent on the elements present in the 

alloy. Presence of magnesium slow the dissolution of Al2Cu in the alloy A205 whereas this is 

not the case for binary Al-Cu alloy. To achieve complete dissolution of the strengthening phase 

it is of great importance to choose the correct solutionising temperature and time. To limit the 

maximum temperature of solution heating incipient melting should be taken care of [100, 101]. 

2.4.2Quenching process in heat treatment of Al-Cu alloy 
It is reported for Al-Cu alloy having copper well below solid solubility limit at eutectic 

, liquid drops are formed during up quenching at eutectic temperature of 547℃. The study by 

Jinlong Chen et al showed that when copper percentage increased from 2 wt% to 7.5 wt% 

, strength of the alloy is enhanced in as cast as well as solutionized condition. During 

solidification process of Al-Cu alloy Al2Cu precipitate near the grain boundaries [102]. 
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Quench sensitivity is a very important criterion of heat treatment and especially in case of T6 

heat treatment. Many research reported that Cu increases the quench sensitivity of aluminium   

alloy [103,104]. The process of quenching for age hardenable process not only affect its 

mechanical properties but also can develop heat inter granular corrosion (IGC) as reported in 

the paper. The paper reported the need of faster cooling rate during quench operation for 

aluminium alloys [105]. Quenching parameters that are important during heat treatment are 

transfer time and quench temperature. The paper [106] analyses the delay in transfer time and 

quench sensitivity of 6061 and 6069 alloy. The sensitivity is composition dependent. 

2.4.3Aging process in heat treatment of Al-Cu alloy 
The third step of heat treatment after quenching is age hardening. The holding time and 

temperature are of equal importance in case of age hardening. As described in the section this 

step rearranges the precipitates. For aluminium alloy 6061 optimum temperature and time as 

reported in the paper [107] is 175℃ to195℃ for 2-6 hrs. The paper [108] concluded that 

carefully chosen aging temperature and time enhance the tribological properties of Al-Cu 

alloy. 

There are enough literatures and researches which support addition of copper improve heat 

treatment response of Al alloy.  

2.5Wear properties of Al-Cu alloy 
Majority of the tribological applications for aluminium and its alloys are related to sliding 

wear behavior. Aluminium and its alloys are primarily affected by sliding wear or adhesive 

wear. The dry sliding wear behaviour of aluminium alloys are influenced by a number of 

factors including chemical compositions, microstructures and hardness. Copper with its 

maximum solid solubility limits 5.7 wt% add to the wear resistance of aluminium alloys [109]. 

It is reported [110] that copper beyond its solid solubility limit has adverse effect on wear 

behaviour due to formation of second phase. But not all the aluminium alloy has an inverse 

relationship of wear rate and Vickers hardness [111] Copper rich and heat treatable 

aluminium alloy have good wear resistance properties and normally considered for metal 

matrix composites (MMC) [112]. Study of tribological behaviour of aluminium alloy with 

copper addition can help to develop different MMCs having improved wear resistance 

properties. Recent study reported that Al2Cu present in Al-Cu alloy improve wear resistance 

properties while used in micro arc oxidation coatings [113]. Alloys of aluminium with 

increased copper also exhibit improved wear behaviour under different manufacturing process. 

As it is reported in paper [114] under equal channel angle processing (ECAP) method wear 

properties and improved co-efficient of friction with 5% of copper. It is well known that 

MMCs show better wear resistance when compared to alloys but study of wear properties of 

alloys is equally important which can help in developing important materials from tribological 

point of view.Aluminium alloy may show mild to severe wear depending upon many factors 

[115]. 

2.6Casting simulation 
The challenge to optimise casting parameters such as riser dimensions, gating systems, mold 

temperatures etc for alloys having poor castability has been eased with the use of “casting 

simulation software”. Uses of these software practically in foundries are largely dependent 

upon the validation of results through actual experiments. Studies have been carried out to fill 

the gap between practical and theoretical approach. Literature studies suggest use of “casting 

simulation software” help to increase yield by producing defect free casting. They are useful 

for casting components from alloys having better mechanical properties but poor castability. 

The current analysis of Al-Cu alloys having poor casting properties has been tested for its 

applications with “Z-cast casting simulation software” to achieve defect free castings virtually. 

2.6.1Use of simulation software 
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Use of simulation software in foundry is gaining popularity now days as this can be used to 

predict rejection rate thereby improving yield. Simulation analysis before actual shop floor 

casting also save time, material, money etc as all the trials are done virtually Solidification 

simulation helps to analyse both for existing and new alloy composition. Casting includes 

lots of complex physical and chemical changes which occur during solidification or cooling 

down process. To get simulation results close to experimental results input parameters should 

be carefully chosen. Simulation and experimental validation were in good agreement as 

reported in the book [116]. Results obtained from simulation and experiments decide the 

dependency on virtual process further. [117-120]. Research shows those computer aided 

cooling curves are useful in analysing grain morphology of casting by predicting thermo- 

physical properties of the alloy [121,122]. 

Incorporating cooling curve analysis to improve process parameters: Thermal Analysis (TA) 

has been widely applied in aluminium casting plants to control the quality of the melt. Use of 

modern data acquisition systems and computer processing thermal analysis becomes a 

powerful tool for casting process control. However, the data collected using cooling curve 

analysis should be applied in existing simulation software in order to improve the accuracy of 

simulation [123]. 

2.6.2Validation 
Validation of the solidification simulation is very important for the practical point of view. It 

will definitely indicate the accuracy of the prediction obtained from the simulation results. It 

also helps the floor shop people to work with more confidence and scientifically approved 

logics. 

Studies show that replacing the trial and error with simulation software which involves a 

virtual process can make our resources to be used efficiently. Many researches established that 

simulation results are comparable with experimental results [124] 
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3. CHAPTER 3 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 3.1Alloys and components development in the laboratory 
Al-Cu alloys containing varying wt% of copper were developed in the laboratory for the 

current analysis. Commercially available alloys of aluminium contain silicon more than the 

permissible amount required for the present study. Therefore the first step for the analysis is 

to develop alloys of aluminium and copper using 99.9% pure aluminium with electrolytic 

copper. The required Al-Cu alloys having different wt% of copper for the analysis were 

developed from the master alloy, which is mainly 50% of aluminium and 50% of cooper. Al-

Cu alloys thus developed were used both for gravity die castings and green sand castings. The 

whole process of alloy development and components casting are described in details below.  

1. Development of alloys for analysis: This part deals with developing the master alloy by mixing 

50% of electrolytic copper and 50% of aluminium and then diluting with pure aluminium to 

get required composition. Alloys developed for the current study mainly have variation in 

copper wt% and silicon as only impurities (as no extra silicon is added) 

2. Casting components from the developed alloy: Alloys having varying wt% of copper and their 

behavior when subjected to different casting methods and shapes have been described in this 

section. For green sand casting step shape wooden pattern and for gravity die casting die 

of cast iron [step-shape] have been prepared. For spiral fluidity test a match-plate pattern has    

been used, [Figure 3.1]. The step-shape is chosen for casting components so that the effect of 

Figure 3.1 Patterns and die used for casting 
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solidification behavior for different thickness can be studied. The components thus developed 

may throw light on the solidification pattern and defects formed when section thickness 

change. The component shapes used in the current research are such that section thickness 

decrease with distance from the riser. The thinnest part is farthest from the riser and pouring 

sprue. All the alloy compositions with varying wt% of copper tested under similar conditions 

to maintain the validity of comparison. 

3. Computer aided virtual castings to help in quality improvement: After developing alloys and 

components it is necessary to find out ways so that the flaws in the whole processes can be 

restricted to minimum level. The major flaws for the current study have been fixed with virtual 

process of casting simulations. For this part computer aided casting simulation software “Z-

cast simulation software” has been used. This software uses both finite element method (FEM) 

and finite differential method (FDM) for analysis. Therefore, the simulation software used here 

considers both fluid and solid aspect of the solidification process. The simulation software 

used here is specially procured and customized for the alloy compositions used in current 

research. 

Metallurgical, mechanical and tribological tests were conducted with the developed alloys 

having varying copper wt% in aluminium. As it is discussed earlier alloys of aluminium 

developed for the analysis kept the presence of silicon only as unavoidable impurities. To 

achieve these criteria utmost care has been taken. The section describes both green sand casting 

and gravity die casting processes to cast components for each of the compositions developed. 

Each test was carried out for four numbers of samples. Averages  o f  t h e  r e s u l t s  

o b t a i n ed  f r o m  t h e se  f o u r  s am p l e s  w e r e  documented. 

 3.1.1Alloy development 
 Master alloy was developed by mixing 500gm of pure electrolytic copper and 500gm of 99.9% 

pure aluminium in an induction furnace. The mixing was done at temperature of 11000C. 

Proper mixing of aluminium and copper is ensured by stirring the molten metal. Flux is added 

to separate the impurities. Compositions required for this experiment were developed from the 

master alloy by mixing the master alloy with calculated amount of 99.9% pure aluminium in 

the furnace. Mixing the master alloy with previously calculated and measured amount of pure 

(99.9%) aluminium resulted in different alloys with varying wt% of copper in aluminium. By 

this method three different compositions of Al-Cu alloy were prepared with different wt% of 

copper. Chemical composition test ASTM-E-1251-17 done for developed alloy and it was 

found that elements are within the required limits. 
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Figure 3.2Electrical Resistance Furnace 

Final samples of Al-Cu alloy after spectro analysis were melted in an electrical resistance 

melting furnace (max temp 10500C) for casting. The furnace has one stirrer attached for mixing 

and a tilting wheel for ease in pouring. The weighted quantity of aluminium alloy is melted 

to desired temperature of 760℃ in graphite crucible 3-phase electric resistance furnace with 

temperature controlling device as shown in Fig 3.2. Same procedure has been repeated for all 

the compositions.2-3 trials have been attempted before the final best one is chosen for analysis. 

3.1.2Step-shape gravity die casting 
Al-Cu alloy ingots with different copper wt% prepared from above method were re-melted 

. The molten metal tapped from the furnace with ladle and poured in to the die at about a 

temperature of 720℃. The die was kept at an angle 3-40 [Fig 3.3] with the floor to aid metal 

flow. 
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Figure 3.3 Gravity die casting set-up on the floor & Step casting developed 

from gravity die casting 

The cast components were allowed to cool in the die. Schematic diagram and dimensions of 

step-shape casting is given in [Fig-3.4]. 
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Figure 3.4 Schematic diagram of gravity die cast component (all 

dimensions are in mm) 

3.1.3Step-shape green-sand casting 
Green sand mold was prepared by adding water, coal dust and bentonite as additives. Bentonite 

is used as the binder. The composition of the prepared mold is listed in the Table 3.1. After 

preparing the sand mixture mold was prepared. The mould was prepared with the help of 5-

stepped wooden pattern [Fig 3.5] and its risering & gating system by ramming the sand mixture 

manually in the mould box. The alloy ingots of varying wt% of copper have been put in a 

graphite crucible. The crucible for melting placed in the electrical resistance furnace. The 

pouring from the furnace was done by tapping molten metal with the help of a ladle. Pouring 

temperature was maintained at 720℃ with the help of k-type thermocouple. 

Table 3.1Green sand mold composition 

Sand High silica sand(sieved) 

Coal dust(additive) 1 wt% of the sand 

Bentonite(binder) 5 wt% of the sand 

Water/Moisture 4 wt% of the sand 
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Figure 3.5Sand casting step shape (a)pattern with dimension(mm) 

(b)green sand mold 

3.1.4Tensile test specimen preparation 
Tensile test specimens were prepared by green sand cast and gravity die cast methods. For 

green sand cast specimen same method [3.1.3] of sand preparation was followed. Once the 

green sand was ready cylinder-shape sand mold of dimension approximately of diameter 

ɸ20mm and length150 mm has been prepared. Molten metal alloy from the furnace tapped 

and poured in to the mold at about 720℃.From these bars tensile test pieces were turned as 

per the dimension required. 

Similarly for gravity die cast tensile test bars cast-iron die of approximately ɸ20mm and 

length150 mm prepared from cast iron die having two parts. Two semi-cylinder shape cast 

iron pipe clamped together and molten liquid poured at about 720℃. 

Tensile specimens were prepared from these cylindrical bars by turning method and 

maintaining E8 standard. 

3.1.5Fluidity (spiral) test samples preparation: 
The spiral sand mold was prepared with the help of match plate spiral pattern. The match 

a 

b 
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plate spiral pattern and mould cavity of spiral casting has shown in the [Fig 3.6]. For making 

the CO2 mold, sand is initially mixed with sodium silicate and coal dust. The mixture is then 

loosely rammed in the mould around the spiral pattern. Carbon dioxide gas is blown into the 

mould. Carbon dioxide mixed with sodium silicate forming silica gel. [Eq 3.1] 
Na2SiO3+ SiO2+ 2 H2 O + CO2= Si (OH)4+ Na2 CO3      [Equation 3.1] 

The molten metal has poured into the skin dried CO2 sand mould at the centre of the spiral and 

the pouring temperature of molten metal maintained at 720℃, to measure the fluidity of 

aluminium copper alloy with varying copper. 

 

 

Figure 3.6 Spiral-shape pattern and CO2 sand mold 

3.1.6Shrinkage volume calculation by water displacement method 
The shrinkage defect volume was calculated by water displacement method. Volume of water 

displaced=Volume of the component 

Volume of mold cavity-Volume of actual component=Shrinkage volume 

Vm=Volume of mold cavity  

Ws=Water displaced by sand cast 

 Wd= Water displaced by die cast 
SVs=Shrinkage volume sand cast= Vm – Ws 

 SVd=Shrinkage volume die cast = Vm- Wd 

3.2Metallurgy and microstructure 
To study the alloy properties different metallurgical test methods has been followed. It is well 

known that with variation in composition, casting process, cooling rate etc microstructure 

change occurs. Various test carried out for the analysis has been discussed below. 

3.2.1Sample preparation for Optical micrograph (OM) and SEM 
Metallographic samples have been prepared by cutting 5x5x2 mm piece from the sand cast 

and die cast components. Fig 3.4 is showing the position of the step component (marked ‘a’& 

'b’) from where the samples collected. For each composition of alloy similar procedures were 

followed. For metallographic analysis standard techniques were followed as polishing and 

etching. The samples of dimensions (5x5x2) mm were collected from different parts of the 

component. To maintain uniformity metallographic sample were cut for each composition 

considering the distance from the mold wall. Each sample thus collected was examined under 

optical microscope (Leica DM2700M) and scanning electron microscope (JSM 6360). For 

testing on optical microscope samples were grinded with SiC abrasive paper of grit size 180 

followed by mechanical polishing to remove scratches. Samples were ready after both rough 

and fine polishing to be tested under light microscope. For scanning electron microscope 

(SEM) samples were further etched with Keller’s reagent so that to reveal the grain boundaries 

   10mm  
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and orientations. Keller’s reagent used consists of 1ml HF (48%) in 200ml of H2O. 

3.2.2Grain morphology and grain size calculation 
For analysis of grain sizes and secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) linear intercept method 

applied with the help of “Image J” software. Area fraction covered by second phase was 

analyzed by adjusting threshold with the help of “Image J” image analysis software. After 

setting the scale to convert pixel into linear distance individual grain size was determined by 

taking the mean of several measured data. Finally, the mean of separately measured grains 

was calculated to determine the grain size. For each image mean of at least 50 readings were 

calculated. This method was followed for all the compositions to calculate the grain size. 

Similarly, % area fraction covered by second-phase for each composition was calculated by 

adjusting the image threshold with the help of the software. SDAS was calculated by dividing 

number of dendrites with length of the primary arm. Fig 3.7. The paper [125] investigated and 

established that such image analysis techniques for grain size measurements are trust worthy. 
 

3.2.3X-ray Diffraction (XRD) to study phase 
Phase identification of the synthesised Al-Cu alloy was made by X-ray diffractometric 

analysis. The “Rigaku Ultimal III” diffractometer with monochromatic Cu-Kα radiation 

(1.54059Ǻ) was used for the current study. Unfiltered copper radiation was used to reveal 

peaks of secondary phases on an X-ray pattern. 

3.2.4Fractured surface microscopic test 
Carefully cut fractured pieces after tensile test were mounted and SEM image has been 

prepared for analysis. The image reveals type of fracture occurred for different compositions. 

The metallographic tests for fractured surface conducted for as-cast, heat treated samples. 

The wear surface test too done by the help of SEM images to study the behaviour of wear. 

3.3Mechanical properties testing 
3.3.1Tensile strength test 
Tensile test specimens were tested on universal tensile tester at room temperature in the 

laboratory as per ASTM E8 standard. (ASTM,1992) Test pieces of gauge diameter 12 mm 

and gauge length 50 mm were prepared from the   cylindrical cast bars through machining. For 

each alloy composition 4 test pieces (as cast) prepared. Universal Testing Machine and 

schematic diagram of samples are shown in [Fig 3.8, 3.9]. Test was carried out at room 

temperature and the cross-head speed was maintained at 1mm/min. Load-displacement plot 

obtained from the digital universal testing machine on the X-Y recorder was used to calculate 

the ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and yield strength (YS). Percentage elongation (%EL) was 

calculated as shown [Equation-3.2]. The tensile test was conducted on Universal tensile 

machine (UTM-Q-4100). 

Figure 3.7Secondary dendrite arm spacing 

[SDAS] 
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%𝐄𝐋 = (∆𝐥/𝐋) × 𝟏𝟎𝟎 [Equation-3.2] Where, ∆𝐥=Change in gauge length 

L=Gauge length 

The load-displacement plot obtained from machine is used to calculate the yield strength (YS), 

ultimate tensile strength (UTS) and percent elongation for each tested sample. To calculate YS 

0.2% proof stress method was used. UTS calculated by dividing applied load with the cross-

sectional area of the test specimen. From stress-strain plot young’s modulus was calculated. 

Similar procedure was followed to perform tensile tests for heat treated samples. Tensile tests 

performed for green sand cast and gravity die cast specimens. Values obtained are tabulated 

in results and discussion section. 

 
Figure 3.8Universal Tensile Testing Machine 

 

3.3.2Hardness test 
Both macro hardness and micro hardness tests were conducted to find out the localised 

plastic deformation strength of the developed alloy. Hardness tests of green sand cast and 

gravity die cast components were conducted to study the plastic deformation behaviour. For 

Figure 3.9Schematic diagram of tensile test piece 
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gravity die casting standard method defined by ASTM E10[Brinell hardness test] and for 

green sand-casting ASTM E 18[Rockwell hardness test] were done. 

Micro hardness test conducted on ground and polished samples cut from thinnest part of the 

step-shape cast component. Vickers test performed (i) the sample was placed on an anvil and 

fastened with screw with the base (ii). The indenter was pressed into the specimen with 

controlled test force (iii) The force was maintained for 10seconds (iv) After the dwell time is 

complete, the indenter is removed leaving an indent in the sample that appears square shaped 

on the surface. The size of the indent is determined optically by measuring the two diagonals 

of the square indent (v) The Vickers hardness number is a function of the test force divided 

by the surface area of the indent. The average of the two diagonals is used in the following 

formula [Eq 3.3] to calculate the Vicker’s hardness. 

HV=1.854 [F/d2] [Equation 3.3] 

Where HV is Vicker’s hardness number ‘F’ is the test force [F=0.1kgf] 

‘d’ is the average of diagonals of the indented square 

3.3.3SEM of fractured tensile and wear surface 
To study the nature of failure it is important to study microscopic images of the fractured 

surface. The scanning electron microscopy for the tensile fractured surface was carried out 

with ‘ZEISS’ scanning electron microscope [Fig 3.10]  

 
 

Figure 3.10 Test pieces for SEM 
 

3.4Heat treatment 
Aluminium alloys respond well to heat treatment process. Heat treatment of the alloys under 

consideration has been described in this section. The process mainly consists of three steps as 

shown in the schematic diagram [Fig 3.11] 

3.4.1Solution heat treatment (SHT) 
This is the first step in T6 heat treatment where the test bars were heated gradually to a 

temperature of 535℃ in a muffle furnace [Fig 3.12]. For complete dissolution of the second 

phase the bars were kept inside the furnace for 6hrs.It is important during solutionzing not to 

exceed the temperature which may lead to incipient melting. The process was repeated for 

die cast and sand cast tensile bars. For each composition same procedures were followed. 
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Figure 3.11Schematic diagram of the heat treatment process 

3.4.2Quenching 
After the first step of solution heat treatment the test bars were quenched in water maintained 

at 25℃.Quenching in water is done to get super saturated solid solution which will eventually 

facilitate precipitation of the strengthening phase during aging process. The amount of Al2Cu 

precipitated is crucial for improving the mechanical properties of the given composition. The 

alloy having finer grain structure exhibit better precipitation as more amounts of second phase 

particles dissolute during SHT. Quenching is an important step as most of the time stress 

developed during quenching may affect the mechanical behaviour of castings. 

 
Figure 3.12 Muffle Furnace 
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3.4.3Aging 

For the current work aging temperature was chosen as1500C.The quenched samples were 

heated again in the muffle furnace gradually to the aging temperature. For complete 

precipitation the temperature maintained for 3hrs.Then the samples cooled gradually in the 

furnace to room temperature [Fig 3.13]. 

 

 
Figure 3.13Test pieces (a) before and (b) after heat treatment 

3.5 Pin-on-disc dry-sliding wear test 
3.5.1Dry-sliding pin-on-disc wear test 
Samples were machined according to ASTM G99-95 (10 mm diameter x 30 mm length) 

standards. Pin-on-Disc was used to carry out a wear test at room temperature, as shown in 

Figures 3.14 (a) and (b). The disc is made of EN-32 steel with a track diameter of 120 mm & 

thickness 8 mm. All the test specimens were ground using a series of abrasive (800-1000 

grade) papers. Before conducting the wear test, the samples were weighed with an accuracy 

of 0.0001g using an electronic weighing scale. Acetone was used to clean the disc's surface 

and the samples to remove oil, grease, and other debris before and after performing the test. 

Micro hardness test was carried out for all the samples. Brinell hardness measurements were 

carried out on samples according to ASTM B647-10. An average of six readings was recorded. 

Wear test conditions are illustrated in Table 3.2. By applying the weight-loss method, the 

sample’s weight loss was determined as an average of three runs. The wear rate was calculated 

with the formula. 

Wear rate = Average weight loss/ sliding distance [mg/m] 

 

Table 3.2Wear test variables for dry-sliding wear test 
 

Control factor Symbols Level-1 Level-2 Level-3 

Composition A A1 A2 A3 

Load(N) B 20 30 40 

Speed(rpm) C 300 400 500 
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Figure 3.14(a) Pin-On-Disc tribometer arrangements (b) monitor for 

readings [Courtesy: Tribolology, AMU] 

3.5.2Taguchi method 
Taguchi method was used to design the experiment and optimise the parameters. Genichi 

Taguchi developed a method using loss function to optimise results. Using Taguchi method 

reduces the experimental cost by using orthogonal array. Dry sliding wear of any alloy depends 

upon many parameters such as composition, load, casting process, speed, heat treatment, the 

temperature etc. for the current analysis mainly 3 control factors at 3 levels are chosen and the 

Taguchi method is used to optimize these variables. L9 orthogonal array and statistical tool 

“Minitab 17 software” has been used for the current study. Using orthogonal array in Taguchi 

method reduces the number of actual experiments needed. The present method used L9 

orthogonal array which can determine the most effective combination of control factors and 

their levels which may result in least wear. The method is mainly difference between 

experimental and target value. The difference is converted to S/N ratio or signal/noise ratio. 

For the S/N ratio “smaller the better “option has been chosen so that minimum wear can be 
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reported. Confirmation test with analysis of variance (ANOVA) also conducted for the above 

variables. 

3.5.3SEM analysis of wear surface 
The worn surfaces after the wear test were examined to find out types of wear for each 

composition. Careful analyses of images reveal the types of wear for different alloy 

composition. The worn surface tested with the help of a scanning electron microscope. 

3.6Casting simulation with “Z-cast simulation software” 
3.6.1Use of simulation software 
The casting process for the recent study was simulated using “Z-cast simulation software”. 

This software uses both Finite differential method (FDM) and Finite element method (FEM) 

to simulate the whole process. For simulation of the die casting process initially 3D model of 

the component to be cast was imported followed by choosing the mold material. The Al-Cu 

alloy compositions to be simulated were selected from the database of the software. The 

database was specially modified according to the requirement as the alloys under analysis are 

not commercially available and developed in the lab. To obtain the computer aided cooling 

curves at different section thickness virtual thermocouples were positioned in the middle of 

respective sections. The whole simulation process can be represented with following steps: 

I. Pre-processing 

1. Importing the 3D model of the component in the required format (.stl file) from CAD 

system. 

In this process accurate dimension and model of the part to be casted is prepared using solid 

modelling software. For the current analysis the step –cast component for (die cast and sand 

cast) using “solid work” software has been prepared as per the existing dimensions. For fluidity 

test too 3D model has been prepared. The drawings were saved in the required (.stl) format. 

2. Meshing of the imported model into small elements with required ratio. 

The model to be cast is imported and meshing of the model is done. Meshing is the process 

of dividing the whole model to number of small elements. Old material is chosen depending 

upon type of casting. 

3. Selecting the required composition to be simulated from the data base. 

The software database consists of different alloy composition. For the current analysis the 

composition of Al-Cu alloy needed has been added. The database has been customised to 

include aluminium copper alloy of required wt% without having silicon. 

4. Input parameters setting. 

Theoretical input parameters such as solidus and liquidus temperature, heat transfer 

coefficient for the mold materials, volumetric shrinkage of the alloy is to be given before 

starting the analysis. 

5. Positioning the thermocouples at desired locations to get cooling curve. 

To obtain the cooling curve thermocouple has to be positioned at the chosen point of the 

component. Type of thermocouple must be chosen from the data base. 

II. Processing 

1. Solidification analysis. 

Once the preprocessing phase is over the solidification analysis can be started. 

III.  Post-processing 

1. Obtaining cooling curves. 

2. Detecting hot spot from solidification simulation. 

3. Study of solidification temperature patterns. 

4. Analysis and iterations to get defect free casting. 

3.6.2Solidification analysis 
The solidification analysis results provide the virtual solidification of the component. This 
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includes the temperature pattern and time taken for the total solidification. The analysis also 

includes the instant temperature at any position of the component. After 100% solidification 

from the temperature pattern, it can be analysed at which part shrinkage can occur. 

3.6.3Cooling curve analysis 
Position of thermocouples in the virtual casting process records the cooling curve of that point. 

The simulation software provides both in table form and graphical cooling curves. The data 

can be used to analyse the cooling pattern at any point of the cast components. For the recent 

analysis thermocouples positioned at the S-1 and S-5 of the step-die cast components. 

3.6.4Iterations and defect free castings 
Simulation as a tool helps to optimise process parameters of casting to get defect free casting 

. Iterations to optimise riser dimensions, gating positions, sprue design etc can be carried out 

virtually and without wasting materials with every trial. This process helps to get better yield 

even for alloys having poor castability. 
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4. CHAPTER 4 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

4.1Alloy and Cast-Components 
Al-Cu alloy developed with varying wt% of copper and in the absence of silicon [Sec- 3.1] 

have been tested to verify the exact composition and results were documented. It is important 

to verify the presence of other elements and their limits for which spectro analysis test has 

been conducted for each sample. The casting methods and alloy compositions used to prepare 

components impacted the quality of casting. From careful external examination of each cast 

component and analysis of the observations it can be said that increase in copper wt% affect 

the quality of casting adversely. This characteristic is same for green sand casting and gravity 

die casting. It is also noteworthy that externally the shrinkage defects are larger in case of 

gravity die casting as compared to sand casting. 

4.1.1Composition analysis 
Results of composition analysis for the alloy developed [Sec 3.1] are reported in Table-4.1 

. The impurities present such as Fe and Si are found to be well below (0.1%<) the desired 

level for this experiment. The aluminium alloys developed are represented according to the 

wt% of copper present. (i) Alloy containing 4wt% of copper as ‘A1’ (ii)Alloy containing 8wt% 

of copper ‘A2’ and (iii) Alloy containing 12wt% of copper as ‘A3’. For alloy A1 [Sec 1.5] 

amount of copper is below its maximum solid solubility limit in aluminium (at eutectic 

temperature). For A2 and A3 amount of copper present are well above the solubility limit of 

copper in aluminium (at eutectic temperature). The results presented in Table-4.1 are average 

value of samples randomly collected from four places of the ingots developed from master 

alloys. 
 

Table 4.1Al-Cu alloy composition for varying wt% of copper 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.1.2Macroscopic analysis results of gravity die cast step-shape component  

(varying copper wt%) 
The step-shape components prepared by gravity die casting method [Sec-3.1.2] have been 

carefully examined externally for each composition. It has been observed that [Fig 4.1] with 

increase in wt% of copper in aluminium the shrinkage size at the base of the riser increases. 

The defect extends up to the 3rd step i.e. S-3 for alloy A3 having maximum amount of copper. 

It can be observed that both length and depth of shrinkage increases with increase in copper 

wt% in aluminium. With increasing distance from the riser the shrinkage size reduces. This is 

due to the smaller thickness of the farthest section. At thickest part of the casting maximum 

shrinkage has been observed. The shrinkage defect thus located at thick sections can be 

Alloy 

 

 

Alloy1 

[A1] 

Alloy2 

[A2] 

Alloy3 

[A3] 

Cu (wt %) 4% 8% 12% 

Al (wt %) 96% 92% 88% 
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attributed to insufficient feeding from the existing riser during solidification and increase in 

solidification time for thicker sections. It has been discussed [Sec- 2.1.2] that presence of 

silicon helps in preventing this type of defect as during cooling silicon expands. Silicon also 

provides better fluidity when present in aluminium alloy. Absence of silicon and excess copper 

increases the probability of defect formation. Variation in freezing range due to composition 

change is one of the reasons for these types of defects. 
 

 

Figure 4.1 Step components for gravity die casting 

4.1.3Macroscopic analysis results of sand cast step-shape component 

(varying copper wt%)  
The ‘step-shape’ sand cast components casted from aluminium-copper alloy [Sec-3.1.3] have 

shrinkage defects at the base of the riser. Position of shrinkage at the riser base is same for 

gravity die casting and green sand casting. For increase in copper wt% the shrinkage defect 

size (external) keeps increasing. For alloy with 4wt% of copper i.e. A1, the shrinkage 

dimension is very less. Figure 4.2(a) is showing shrinkage dimensions for different 

composition. Maximum shrinkage was noticed alloy having 12wt% of copper i.  e . A3. 

The   similar nature of shrinkage cavity formation at the base of the riser for both gravity die-
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cast    and green sand-cast components are due to  

(i) excess amount of solute present in the alloy 

(ii) excess time taken for solidification (at the thickest section) 

 

Figure 4.2Green sand cast step-shape components (b) 

Schematic diagram showing S-1 to S-5 
 

(iii)Longer period of mushy zone. Sand casting when compared to die casting have slower 

cooling rate. In the current analysis dimensions of step component casted are approximately 

the same, but due to difference in cooling rate defects formed are of different nature. 

Therefore, the cavities formed at the riser base are wider and larger for die casting when 

compared to sand casting. The location of defects is similar in nature for sand and gravity die 

casting when composition is kept constant. 

4.1.4Comparison (quantitative) of shrinkage defects for green sand-cast and 

gravity die-cast ‘step-shape’ components 
Comparing the die-cast and sand-cast components it is observed that [Table 4.2] shrinkage 

dimensions are smaller for green sand-cast components when compared to die-cast 
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components keeping the composition constant. The shrinkage volume calculated by water 

displacement method [section3.1.6] 

This is due the slower cooling rate for sand casting due to which molten metal are available 

for longer period to compensate the shrinkage. In case of gravity die casting metals solidify 

faster near the walls (high cooling rate) and at thicker section away from wall it takes longer 

period to solidify. So, at the middle part of thicker section liquid metal cannot enter resulting 

in shrinkage. The riser solidifies faster too for gravity die casting, which make it difficult to 

compensate for the required amount of liquid metal to minimise shrinkage. It can be noticed 

that for sand cast components shrinkage dimensions are less as compared to die-cast 

components when composition is kept constant for same geometrical shapes. [Fig 4.3]. 
 

Table 4.2Comparison of shrinkage volume 
 

Alloy Vm 

mm3
 

Ws 

mm3
 

SVs 

mm3
 

Wd 

mm3
 

SVd 

mm3
 

A1 2375 2164 211.75 2063 312 

A2 2375 2013 362 1984.5 390.5 

A3 2375 1906.9 468.1 1859.8 515.2 

 

 
  

Figure 4.3Shrinkage % comparisons for same copper wt% 

4.1.5 External features of ‘step-shape’ cast components (varying section 

dimensions) 
Study of ‘step-shape’ cast component revealed that smaller the section dimension better the 

quality with lesser defects. Figure 4.2(b) is showing schematic diagram of step-shape 
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component and their position from riser. Moving from thickest section i.e.S-1near the riser to 

thinnest section S-5 which is farthest from riser; size of the shrinkage decreases. For the 

thinnest section, both in case of gravity die cast and green sand cast method there are no 

defects at all. The defect free thinnest sections can be seen for each composition irrespective 

of the castability and composition. It can be observed that even for poor castability alloy 

section having thinner dimension exhibit better cast quality. So such type of alloy can be used 

for thin sections without developing defects.It is also evident that with excess copper [absence 

of silicon]sand casting process is preferable over die casting when cast quality is priority. 

4.1.6Spiral /Fluidity test analysis 
The fluidity of alloy can be interpreted in terms of spiral (Archimedes spiral) length the liquid 

metal travelled before solidifying. Aluminium alloy with different wt% of copper exhibit 

different fluidity. The highest fluidity is often associated with short freezing range alloy. It is 

also well established that fluidity is a complex phenomenon and depend upon many factors 

other than the freezing range. 

The spiral length measured for alloy A2 is smaller as compared to alloy A3 [Fig. 4.4]. Mao et  

al in the paper reported about resin bonded spiral fluidity of A357 alloy. They observed that 

with decrease in solidification range fluidity increases [126]. The phase diagram of Al-Cu 

alloy [Sec 1.5] indicates that solidification range of A3 is less than alloy A2. The spiral test 

conducted for alloy A2 and A3 under similar condition resulted with longer length for alloy 

A3. The spiral length for alloy A2 measured to be 100 cm and for A3 it was 104 cm. Table 4.3 

is showing spiral length comparison obtained from actual casting and virtual simulation 

results. Behera et al [127] conducted similar type of spiral tests and found length of the spiral 

for aluminium alloy with silicon (LM6) to be 126 cm, while the pouring temperature was 

720℃. 

 

 

Figure 4.4 Spiral-shape casting for fluidity analysis (a) A2 (b) A3 
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Table 4.3Simulation and actual spiral length comparison (in cm) 

 

 

4.2Metallographic results and analysis 
Change in microscopic features such as grain size, distribution etc affect mechanical properties 

of any alloy. Study of results obtained from metallographic analysis and microscopic features 

can predict strength and hardness of alloys under consideration. The current study reveal 

microstructure depends on composition of alloy, casting process and the dimensions of cast 

components. The results are in accordance with literature presented in section 2.2.1. 

4.2.1Microstructure change for gravity die-cast components (variation of 

copper wt%)  
Optical micrograph (OM) and scanning electron microscopy (SEM) were conducted for 

gravity die cast components [section3.2.1]. The microstructure consists of primary α-phase 

and eutectic Al2Cu as can be seen from [Fig 4.5]. The OM images mainly consist of α-

aluminium matrix which is the primary phase for alloy A1. The images for alloy A2 and A3 

can be marked with presence of θ-phase at grain boundaries even at lower magnification (OM). 

The presence of second phase in case of alloy A1 which is mostly eutectic of Al2Cu can be 

observed in highly magnified image (SEM) as shown in Fig 4.6(a). During solidification after 

primary phase which is mainly α-Al solidify, it pushes the remaining liquid towards eutectic 

composition. Therefore, Al2Cu eutectics are seen along with primary phase. When wt% of 

copper exceeds the solid solubility limits as in case of alloy A2 and A3 the intermetallics are 

formed at grain boundaries. These intermetallics of Al2Cu form the second phase are 

responsible for improving the mechanical behaviour. So, comparing the images it was found 

that with change in copper from 4wt% to 8 wt% the grain distribution become finer but further 

increase in copper up to 12wt% make the grain distribution coarser. Keeping all other factors 

unchanged only the variation in copper wt% changes the grain morphology. 
 

 

 

 

 

Alloy length(simulation) length(actual) 

A2 77 100 

A3 82.4 104 
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The SEM images in Fig 4.6(b) and (c) can be seen with presence of θ-phase at the grain 

boundaries which is known as the strengthening phase. Comparing the grain sizes and 

percentage area covered [Table 4.4] by θ- phase it can be said that alloyA2 is having finer 

grains and maximum area percentage covered by the strength improving Al2Cu phase. 

Figure 4.5 Optical Micrograph for (a) alloyA1 (b) alloy A2(c) 

alloy A3 
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Comparing the size of θ-phase for A2 and A3 it can be noted that A3 is having blocky θ- phase. 

This may be due the availability of excess copper which increase the latent heat and the 

solidification become slower. It is also clear from the images that alloy A3 is having more 

eutectic Al2Cu as compared to alloy A2. This characteristic affects the heat treatment process 

by making less intermetallics available during solution treatment. 

The area percent (% area) covered by second phase plays an important role in mechanical 

behaviour too. The more area percent covered by θ-phase means better strength [Fig 4.7]. It 

can be seen that the strengthening phase or Al2Cu (light colored) in abundance for alloy A2 

when compared to other two alloy. The presence of these intermetallics not only improve the 

mechanical behaviour in as cast condition but also after heat treatment. 

Figure 4.6SEM images of (a) Alloy A1 (b) Alloy A2(c) Alloy A3 
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Figure 4.7 %Area fraction covered by θ-phase (light colour in the image) 

(a) A1 (b) A2(c) A3 

4.2.2Microstructure change for green sand cast component (varying copper 

wt%) 
The metallographic features of green sand cast component reveal that with increase in copper 

wt% both the grain size and distribution change. Similar nature of variation observed for sand 

cast and gravity die cast components. But in case of green sand casting the grain sizes are 

larger [Fig 4.8]as compared to the gravity die cast component having same wt% of copper. In 

green sand casting. The optical micrograph image reveals that alloy A2 and A3 having second 

phase or θ-phase distributed along the grain boundaries. 
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Figure 4.8 Optical microscopy [200X] images (a) A1 (b) A2(c) A3 

Grain sizes for various compositions have been listed in [ Table 4.4]. Green sand casting compared 

to gravity die casting have lower cooling rate which resulted in coarser grains when compared; 

having same copper wt%. For gravity die casting and green sand-casting alloy A2 observed to   have 

the lowest grain size. Alloy A2 having 133 µm and 268 µm average grain size for gravity die 

casting and green sand casting respectively. The smaller grains for die casting can be attributed to 

faster cooling rate as compared to green sand casting. It can also be noted that for die casting second 

phase at grain boundaries are finer and fibrous whereas for green sand casting they are  coarse and 

plates like. This is due to difference in solidification rate. 

The SEM images also reveal that for sand cast component porosity formation is more compared to 

gravity die cast components. This is due to insufficient feeding between dendrites. With increase 

in solute particles and slower solidification rate liquid metal could not   enter the inter dendritic 

regions resulting in more pore formation for green sand casting. 
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Table 4.4Grain size variation with change in casting process for  

same copper wt% 

4.2.3XRD of alloy A1, A2, A3 
The XRD profiles of all three alloy compositions reveal characteristics sharp peaks of α-Al. XRD 

results reveal addition of copper affect peak positions and shape [128]. The peaks for 2θ at 

38.6,44.8,65.206 and 78.1 correspond to α-Al.The highest at 38.6. The lattice indices are (111), 

(200), (220) and (311) respectively. Other than these distinguished high intensity peaks which can 

be seen   at angles 29.54,42.72,47.89 correspond to Al2Cu. The second phase Al2Cu peak 

Figure 4.9 XRD of alloy A1, A2, A3 
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intensities increases with increase in copper wt% [Fig 4.9]. Addition of copper beyond 4wt% 

introduces  higher intensity Al2Cu peak and it can be confirmed from the XRD analysis. For alloys 

with   8wt% and 12wt% copper more peaks with Al2Cu phase can be traced as compared to A1 

alloy having 4wt% copper. Aluminium alloy having 8wt% copper also exhibit broader peak [Fig 

4.10] compared to other two alloy compositions. This may be attributed to smaller grain sizes of 

A2 alloy which is in agreement with the microstructure analysis results. 

 
Figure 4.10 Peak shift of alloy with varying copper wt % 

4.2.4Comparison of grain size and change in copper wt% 
Microstructure study of samples collected and the secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) 

Measurement for alloy A1, A2 and A3 is listed in table 4.5. The smallest SDAS was for alloy A2 

which is 20.571 µm. The percent area covered by theta phase is maximum for alloy A2. Both 

of the results indicate towards better mechanical properties of alloy A2 when compared to other 

two alloys. Fig 4.11 is showing the area covered by θ-phase with increase in wt% of copper. It can 

be noted that the variation is not linear. 

Table 4.5 Grain size and % area covered by θ-phase (die cast) 
 

Alloy SDAS 

(µm) 

%Area fraction (θ-phase) 

A1 47.684 11.46 

A2 20.571 27.48 

A3 33.691 7.37 
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Figure 4.11 Comparison of grain sizes and % area covered by θ-phase 

4.2.5 Grain size variation with change in casting process 
Change in casting process alters the grain size (section2.2.3). The results from sand casting and die 

casting process goes with the literature very well. In Table 4.5 for sand casting and die casting the 

grain size measurement from microscopic sample collected from thickest part (marked ‘a’ in Fig 

3.4) for each composition is listed. The bigger size grains for slow solidification rate sand casting 

compared to die casting are clearly comparable [Fig 4.12] 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.12 Comparison of grain size for sand cast and die cast 
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4.2.6Grain size variation with change in thickness [Thickest S-1 & thinnest S-5] 
Effect of change in composition and casting process has their effect on grain structure and size. 

The dimension of cast component too impacts the grain size, which is studied in the current 

analysis. The step-shape components vary in thickness. The section thickness decreases as we 

move away from sprue and riser. It can be seen from Fig 4.13 and 4.14 that with decrease in section 

thickness grains become finer. The secondary dendrite arm spacing (SDAS) for alloy A2 are finer 

compared to alloy A3. The SDAS further reduces in size for the thinnest S-5 section. 
 

Figure 4.13 Grain size variation for S-1 and S-5 for A2 
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Figure 4.14 Grain size variation for S-1 and S-5 for A3 

The Al2Cu at interdendrite regions for alloy A3 are blocky in shape even for the 

thin section S-5. 

4.3Mechanical properties analysis 
Mechanical properties of any cast component is dependent upon its microstructure besides 

other factors such as temperature, presence of defects, composition etc. Mostly from analysis 

of metallographic features and microstructure can predict the mechanical properties of 

castings. The current analysis found that variation in copper wt% as well as for different 

casting methods mechanical behaviour especially tensile properties are affected. The 

composition with finer grains exhibits better tensile properties. 
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4.3.1Tensile test analysis of ‘step-shape’ component [gravity die casting] 

Tensile test results obtained from testing method discussed in 3.3.1. for gravity die casting 

listed in Table 4.6 for as cast condition. Test results of tensile behaviour conducted for each 

composition and from gravity die cast method were compared for varying copper wt%. The 

ultimate tensile stress (UTS) and yield stress (YS) for alloy having 8wt% i.e.A2 has been found 

to be 136MPa and 124MPa respectively. 

Microstructure pattern and solute distribution affect the mechanical behaviour of any material. 

Load-displacement plot obtained     from the X-Y recorder used to calculate the stress and 

strain values. [Fig 4.15-4.17] showing the stress-strain curve for alloy containing different wt% 

of copper. The stress-strain curve within elastic limit is as shown in [Fig 4.18- 4.20]. Young’s 

modulus of elasticity as can be seen from stress-strain curve within elastic limit is between 

63.4-63.8GPA for all the three compositions. It can be noted that for alloy A2 the ultimate 

tensile strength recorded is maximum when compared with other two compositions. It can be 

seen that [Fig 4.21] increase in copper wt% elongation decreases. This is due to the presence 

of harder second phase particles in these alloys. It is also observed that UTS and YS do not 

have linear relation with variation of copper wt%. Maximum UTS and YS for alloyA2 can be 

explained from the microstructure analysis. As grain size for alloy A2 is the tensile strength is 

maximum. It is well known that finer grains show better tensile properties. The %area fraction 

covered by θ-phase is also highest for alloy A2 (section4.2.4) which further contributes 

towards the better tensile properties. Elongation is least for alloy A2 among all three 

compositions. This behaviour is due to presence of more Al2Cu precipitates which affects the 

ductility of A2 compared to other two alloy compositions. For alloy A3 ultimate tensile 

strength is least among all the three compositions tested. This can be explained from coarse 

grain distribution for this composition. For alloy A3 the microstructure consist mostly eutectic 

θ-phase distributed in primary α-Aluminium and blocky Al2Cu intermetallics at grain 

boundaries. Such type of microstructure with large grain structure are responsible for lower 

tensile strength of alloy A3 as compared to A2. 

Table 4.6 UTS, YS, %EL for alloy composition A1, A2, A3 
 

Alloy UTS 

N/mm2
 

YS 

N/mm2
 

%elongation 

(%EL) 

A1 126 112 2.5 

A2 136 124 1.0 

A3 112 106 1.2 
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Figure 4.15 Alloy A1 UTS & YS 

 

 
 

 
Figure 4.16 Alloy A2 UTS & YS 
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Figure 4.17 Alloy A3 UTS & YS 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.18 Young’s modulus of elasticity for A1 
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Figure 4.19 Young’s modulus of elasticity for A2 

 

 

 

Figure 4.20 Young’s modulus of elasticity for A3 
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Figure 4.21 Comparison of UTS, YS and %EL of A1, A2, and A3 

4.3.2Tensile test analysis of ‘step-shape’ component [green sand casting] 
The tensile specimen prepared from green sand method were tested and results listed in Table 4.7. 

For varying wt% of copper the UTS and YS varies too. The maximum value of UTS and YS are 

132MPa and 125MPa respectively reported for alloy A2. Similar to the gravity die casting the 

tensile strength can be explained from the microstructure analysis. Smallest grains impart best 

tensile properties. Fig 4.22 is showing the stress-strain plot for alloy A1, A2, A3. Stress-strain curve 

calculated from the load-displacement plot. 

Table 4.7 Sand cast UTS, YS 

 Alloy UTS(MPa) YS(MPa) 

A1 71 69 

A2 132 125 

A3 105 100 
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Figure 4.22 UTS, YS for step-shape component (a) A1 (b) A2(c) A3 
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Figure 4.23 Elastic modulus of sand cast alloy 

4.3.3Hardness of green sand cast and gravity die cast component [varying 

copper wt%]  
Hardness test results of both san cast and gravity die cast component is listed in [Table 4.8]. 

It was observed with increase in copper hardness keep on increasing. For gravity die cast 

standard method defined by ASTM E 10[Brinell hardness test] and for green sand casting 

ASTM E 18[Rockwell hardness test] was followed. The unit of hardness test conducted for 

green sand cast component is HRB and for gravity die casting is HBW respectively. 

Table 4.8Hardness of sand cast and gravity die cast alloy 

 Alloy Hardness (HRB) Hardness (HBW) 

A1 10 97 

A2 25 110 

A3 30 114 
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4.3.4Comparison of gravity die cast and green sand cast tensile results 
The Fig 4.24 is the plot showing comparison of tensile strength for variation in copper wt% for 

sand casting and gravity die casting. It is observed that keeping composition constant gravity die 

cast exhibit better tensile results compared to sand casting. 
 

4.3.5Comparison of Die cast and Sand cast hardness results 
Both gravity die cast and green sand cast components reveal higher hardness with increase in 

copper wt%. This increase in hardness reported is due to the presence of more strengthening Al2Cu 

phase with excess copper addition [Fig 4.25]. The gravity die casting hardness are Brinell hardness 

number (HBW) and for green sand casting it is Rockwell hardness number (HRB). 

Figure 4.24 Sand cast and gravity die cast tensile strength 

(varying copper wt%) 
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Figure 4.25Hardness of sand casting and gravity die casting  

(varying copper wt%) 

4.3.6 SEM images of fractured surface (Die cast) 
Fracture images for alloy A1 exhibit ductile fracture Fig 4.26(a). For alloy A2 the fracture mainly 

consists   of inter granular fracture Fig 4.26(b). For this alloy mixed nature of fracture can be 

observed. For alloy A3 the fracture  Fig 4.26(c) mainly trans granular and most of the pattern are 

of brittle type. Shallow dimples are found for alloy A2 and A3. This is due the presence of harder 

Al2Cu at grain boundaries. 
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Figure 4.26Fracture surface SEM die cast (a) A1 (b) A2(c) A3 

4.3.7Micro hardness of sand cast and die cast alloys 
Micro hardness of alloy was conducted with standard procedure defined by ASTM E384 standard. 

The test conducted on thin samples with load 0.1kgf and the value calculated as discussed in [Sec 

3.3.2]. The result obtained is listed in Table 4.9 for each alloy composition and both gravity die 

casting and green sand casting. For both the casting method alloy A2 having highest hardness. 

Alloy A2 having 125HV and 173.4 HV for green sand and gravity die casting respectively 

 

Table 4.9Micro hardness of sand cast and die cast alloys A1, A2, A3 

 

Alloy Micro 

hardness(sand)HV 

Micro 

hardness(die)HV 

A1 102.5 107 

A2 125.5 173.4 

A3 123.6 122.5 
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4.4Heat treatment of Al-Cu alloy 
Mechanical properties of Al-Cu alloy can be enhanced with heat treatment. Improvement in 

mechanical properties after heat treatment is due to redistribution of θ-phase at the grain boundaries 

and interdenrite regions. Alloy having 8wt% of copper i.e. A2 show the optimum improvement in 

yield strength, ultimate strength and hardness. 

Heat treatment (T6) for all the alloy compositions were conducted by steps discussed in (section 

3.4) and the results of heat treated tensile samples are listed in Table 4.9. 

4.4.1Tensile results of heat treated gravity die-casting [varying copper] 
Heat treated tensile samples for die casting show excellent tensile strength improvement. The alloy 

A2 response is the best among the entire alloy for heat treatment as compared to other two. 

Table 4.10UTS, YS, %EL for heat treated die cast samples 

 

Alloy UTS 

(MPa) 

YS 

(MPa) 

%elongation 

(%EL) 

A1 161 158 3.0 

A2 210 207 1.0 

A3 165 163 1.5 

 

4.4.2Tensile results of heat treated green sand casting [varying copper] 
Green sand cast and heat treated tensile specimen test results are listed in Table 4.10. The UTS 

and YS for alloy A2 is 169MPa and 142MPa respectively. Whereas alloy A1 results show UTS 

and YS as 74MPa and 72MPa respectively. The alloy A2 exhibit best tensile results for sand casting 

in heat treated condition. The response to heat treatment for alloy A2 is highest as compared to 

other two alloys. This is due the availability of finer intermetallics during solution treatment. 

 

Table 4.11 UTS &YS of heat treated sand casting 

Alloy UTS(MPa) YS(MPa) 

A1 74 72.5 

A2 169 142 

A3 125 119 
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4.4.3SEM images of fractured tensile surface heat treated [green sand cast] 
The heat treated green sand casting fractured surface [Fig 4.27 & 4.28] show presence of both 

aluminium and copper. The EDS of the cross marked spot for A2 and A3 have copper 24.65 and 

34.53% respectively. It can be observed that alloy A2 is mostly having inter granular fracture 

whereas A3 is having brittle trans-granular fracture. 

 
 

Figure 4.28SEM-EDS of A2 

 

4.4.4SEM images of fractured tensile surface heat treated [gravity die cast] 

Heat treatment redistributes the strengthening Al2Cu and enhances the tensile strength. It can be 

noted that heat treatment facilitates brittle failure for alloy when compared with as cast condition. 

Figure 4.27 SEM-EDS of A3 
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Alloy A3 after heat treatment exhibit tensile failure of brittle nature (river pattern) [Fig 4.29 (c)]. 

In case of alloy A2 the fracture mostly found to be inter granular [Fig 4.29(b)]. This may be due to 

the presence of harder Al2Cu at the intergranular spaces which initiate crack leading to failure. 

Alloy A2 exhibit mixed ductile and brittle failure after heat treatment. 

4.4.5Gravity die cast and green sand components [heat treated] 

Heat treatment enhances the tensile strength of both green sand and gravity die cast components. 

From Fig 4.30 it can be observed that with varying copper wt% the heat treatment response for the 

alloy A2 is highest for both gravity die casting and sand casting. So irrespective of the casting 

method heat treatment can enhance alloy properties remarkably for the alloy A2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.29 Fractured surface SEM of heat treated alloy (a) A1 (b) 

A2(c) A3 
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Figure 4.30 UTS of Gravity die casting & sand casting (heat treated) 

4.4.6Comparison of as cast & heat-treated tensile results [gravity die cast] 
Figure 4.31 is showing tensile strength comparison based on varying copper, casting methods and 

heat treatment. It is observed that heat treated alloy A2 with die casting is having excellent tensile 

strength of 210MPa. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Figure 4.31Comparison of as cast & heat treated tensile results 

4.4.7Comparison of grain size and tensile test results 
The tensile tests carried out for different alloy under different casting methods. The test results 

and comparison with the grain size measured reveal the relation between microstructure and tensile 

properties. In the Fig 4.32 grain size and tensile strength relations are shown graphically. The 

graph clearly indicates for minimum grain size tensile strength is highest. It can be noted from the 
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graph that % area fraction covered also play an important role in mechanical properties. Both as 

cast and heat treated samples show maximum UTS for minimum grain size. 

 

4.5Tribo-mechanical analysis 
4.5.1Results for dry-sliding wear properties with addition of copper 
The pin-on- disc tribometer used to measure dry sliding wear behaviour of given alloy based on 

the weight loss of the test specimen under varying load and speed condition. The results of wear 

tests as mass loss are listed in the Table 4.12 &4.13. 

 

Table 4.12 Mass loss with varying load for alloy A1, A2, A3[300rpm] 
 

Load(N) A1 
mass loss(gm) 

A2 
mass loss(gm) 

A3 
mass loss(gm) 

20 0.008 0.008 0.012 

30 0.009 0.011 0.011 

40 0.005 0.005 0.011 

 

Table 4.13Mass loss with varying speed for alloy A1, A2, A3[40N] 
 

Speed(rpm) A1 
mass loss(gm) 

A2 
mass loss(gm) 

A3 
mass loss(gm) 

300 0.005 0.005 0.011 

400 0.013 0.014 0.013 

500 0.006 0.012 0.011 

Figure 4.32 Comparison of UTS (as cast and heat treated) & 

grain size 
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4.5.2Design of experiments 
For the current analysis L9 orthogonal array has been chosen which has 9 rows and 3 columns. 

A total of 9 experiments were tabulated [Table 4.14] based on the run order  generated 

by the Taguchi model. The response for the model is wear rate. The wear rate as mentioned in 

Sec 3.5.2 is mean of weight loss/sliding distance and the unit is mg/m. In Orthogonal array, 

first column is assigned to alloy composition, second column is assigned to load applied and 

third column is assigned to sliding speed. The objective of model is to optimise the variables 

for minimizing wear rate. The responses were tabulated [SNRA]and results were subjected to 

Analysis of Variance (ANOVA). The Signal to Noise ratio (S/N), which determines the 

dominant variable mainly condenses multiple data points within a trial. The S/N ratio for wear 

rate is applied ‘smaller the better’ characteristic. The experimental observations are further 

transformed into Signal to Noise ratio. 

To find out the optimum wear properties help of “Minitab software” has been taken and the 

process described in section 3.5.2. The following table are the results of the design of 

experiments by ‘Taguchi’ method. 

 

Table 4.14 L9 Orthogonal array and S/N  

 

 
The signal to noise ratio from design of experiment showing though all the variables are 

responsible for wear rate change but composition of alloy is the most effective and dominant 

for the wear properties. In the present analysis speed and load are second and third effective 

variables respectively. Fig 4.33 is indicating optimum combination for minimum wear is alloy 

A2 at load 30N and 500rpm.The micro hardness results goes very well with the wear 

characteristic as for composition A2 the micro hardness is found to be maximum. 

Run 

Order 

A B C Alloy Load(N) Speed Wear  SNRA 

1 1 1 1 4 20 300 0.042 27.5350 

2 1 2 2 4 30 400 0.047 26.5580 
3 1 3 3 4 40 500 0.019 34.4249 
4 2 1 2 8 20 400 0.042 27.5350 
5 2 2 3 8 30 500 0.006 44.4370 
6 2 3 1 8 40 300 0.026 31.7005 
7 3 1 3 12 20 500 0.063 24.0132 
8  3 2 1 12 30 300 0.058 24.7314 
9 3 3 2 12 40 400 0.051 25.8486 
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Figure 4.33 S/N response table and graph 

Analysis of variance of means table obtained from “Minitab” software and % contribution of 

the variables is as shown in Table 4.15. The last column shows the % contribution of control 

factors chosen. Interaction effects of the control factors found to be non-significant from the 

analysis. The experimental results were analyzed by ANOVA, which is used to examine the 

influence of the wear parameters, namely, applied load, sliding speed and composition of alloy 

that extensively affects the performance measures. By performing ANOVA, the independent 

factor which dominates over the other can be determined and the percentage contribution of 

that particular independent variable can be found out. Model summary is given in Table 4.16. 

The co-efficient of determination or R2 is 87.21% which states that the model fits well to the 

assumptions. The ANOVA test confirms that percentage of contribution for wear is 58.14% 

by alloy composition. The load and speed contribute 16.24 and 17.12 % respectively towards wear. 

The percent contribution calculated by dividing individual Seq SS value by the total Seq SS value.
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Table 4.15  ANOVA response results and % contribution 

Source DF Seq SS Adj SS Adj MS % contribution 

Alloy% 2 0.001651 0.001651 0.000825 58.54 

Load 2 0.000458 0.000458 0.000229 16.24 

Speed 2 0.000483 0.000483 0.000241 17.12 

Residual 

error 

2 0.000229 0.000229 0.000114 8.1 

Total 8 0.002820   100 
 

 

 
 

Table 4.16 ANOVA model summary 
 

S 

 

R-Sq R-Sq (adj) 

4.6258  87.21% 48.84% 

4.5.3Analysis of SEM images for wear properties [varying copper wt%] 
Alloy A1 is showing adhesive wear [Fig 4.34] and fine continuous grooves in the direction of 

sliding. This type of wear is the result of less presence of harder θ-phase in alloy A1. With increase 

in load the wear become severe. At 40N load the alloy with 4 wt% of copper show poor resistance 

to wear. 

For alloy A2 wear characterised by abrasive wear from Fig 4.35(a). This may be due to presence 

of harder Al2Cu intermetallic. These intermetallic resists the wear and ultimately plastic 

deformation takes place at higher loading condition. For alloy A3 the deformation [Fig 4.35(b)] is 

in the form of deep groove and delamination. The worn surface study and Taguchi   analysis both 

indicate toward less wear for alloy A2. Presence of finer Al2Cu is the reason for better wear 

properties of alloy A2 compared to alloy A1 and A3. Though A3 possess Al2Cu but blocky and 

bigger size help to de-bond easily. 
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Figure 4.34 SEM of wear surface (1000X) for A1[load 20 N] 
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Figure 4.35 SEM for wear (500X) of (a) A2 (b) A3 

4.6Casting Simulation Results 
4.6.1Simulation results of green sand casting: 
Solidification simulation results of sand casting (step-shape) for all the three compositions 

have shrinkage cavities near the base of the riser. The cooling curves obtained from simulation 

indicated higher cooling rate towards thinner section. The rate of cooling affects the grain 

morphology which is discussed in the section (section 4.2.4). [Fig 4.36-4.38] showing 

simulation results for green sand casting and their time temperature relationship. Figure[ 4.36 

a-4.38 a] showing time temperature relationship obtained from thermocouple and [Fig 4.36-4.38(b)] 

showing the graph. Sand casting defects are shown in Fig 4.36 (c) &(d)  - Fig 4.36(c) &(d)  for alloy 

A1, A2 and A3 .
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Figure 4.36 Sand casting simulation for A1 
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Figure 4.37 Sand casting simulation for A2 
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Figure 4.38 Sand casting simulation for A3 

 

4.6.2Simulation results of gravity die casting 
The solidification simulation results of gravity die casting detected shrinkage cavities at the base 

of the riser for the existing riser dimension. Solidification simulation results predicted shrinkage 

defects for each composition at the base of the riser for our present analysis. The defects are mainly 

due to inadequate feeding. Present analysis aims at comparing the accuracy of the predicted results 

(including defects) with the actual casting results. So, components were casted with the existing 

riser dimensions [existing riser dimension produce defect free casting for LM6 alloy containing 

silicon]. Study of simulation results indicate different sizes and shapes of shrinkage for each alloy 

composition. Shrinkage cavity position in simulation images marked as 1’, 2’and 3’ and for actual 

components marked as 1, 2, 3. [Fig. 4.39-4.41] For alloy A1 color pattern of temperature from 

simulation implies cooling direction is from thinnest S-5 to thickest S-1 section. The solidification 

process initiates from the thinnest section which is also the farthest from the riser and proceeds 

towards the thickest part. After 25% solidification is completed   as shown in the Fig 4.39 (b) and 

(c) the section S-1 close to riser is still above the solidus temperature (5500C for the composition). 

During progress of solidification at this section (mushy zone) lack of molten metal due to 

insufficient feeding from the riser may lead to shrinkage cavities. Similarly, simulation images for 

A2 reveal Fig 4.40 b & c after completion of 60% of solidification the temperature at sections S-

1, S-2 is well above solidus temperature. These sections take longer time to solidify and feeding 
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from the riser is halted. This happened as the riser solidified earlier to the component and no metal 

flows to compensate for the shrinkage. It may be noted that riser solidifies earlier to the 

component for all the compositions under consideration. This condition leads to insufficient feeding 

of molten metal. In the paper by Lee et al it is experimentally established that increasing riser size 

can favor better feeding and avoidance of surface collapse for Al-Cu alloy [127]. These predictions 

from simulation analysis can be used to rectify riser position and dimension which may lead 

to defect free castings. For alloy A3 similar condition is being observed. For this composition as 

can be seen from [Fig 4.41b & c] even after 80% of solidification is completed section near riser 

is at much above the solidus temperature. The alloy A3 has observed bigger hot spot zone as 

compared to other alloy composition. It can be said that the position of shrinkage due to poor riser 

design can be predicted from the solidification simulation The change in shrinkage size due to 

addition of copper is also predicted from the simulation results. Simulation predictions can be used 

to avoid defects by focusing on the problem areas and by proper feeding to this area. 

The cooling graphs obtained from simulated thermocouple data for sections S-1 and S-5 have 

different rate of cooling for each alloy composition [Fig 4.42-4.44] The cooling curves (cc-S1, cc-

S5) and their first derivative curve (fdc-S1, fdc-S5) derived from simulation graphs are shown in 

Fig [4.42a-4.44a] The start of α-phase is marked with the peak ‘a’ and ‘b’ of first derivative curves 

for section S-5 and S-1 respectively. Similarly, the points marked as ‘a1’ and ‘b1’ on the cooling 

curves correspond to start of α-phase at section S-1 and S-5 respectively. The peak of the first 

derivative curve is the result of latent heat released when solidification start. The rate of cooling 

calculated from the simulation graphs is the slope marked as cc-S1 for section S-1 and cc-S5 for 

section S-5 in [Fig 4.42b-4.44b]. The simulation predictions show faster cooling rate for thin 

section S-5 than thick section S-1. The simulation cooling curve clearly predicts different rate of 

cooling both for change in composition and change in dimension. The rate of cooling for different 

composition at   section S-1 is predicted to be between 3.0-3.50C/sec. Therefore, from simulation 

prediction it can be concluded that the rate of cooling is not affecting the size of shrinkage 

variations at  the riser base. This is because prediction of cooling rate at riser base for all the 

compositions is not varying too much. Therefore, variation in shrinkage may be attributed to copper 

concentration in aluminium from simulation results. 

Cooling graphs prediction from simulation is validated with the metallographic and XRD analysis. 

It is observed that for section S-5 dendrite arm spacings are smaller as compared to section S-1 

irrespective of the alloy composition. This can be explained from the cooling curves which clearly 

show rate of cooling is faster for S-5. Section S-5 of alloy A1 having the highest cooling rate [Fig. 

4. 42b]. The thickness of sections affects the cooling rate as it is predicted from the simulation 

curves. By changing process parameters desired sound castings can be produced and for this 

simulation can be used as an effective tool. Research shows that shrinkage porosity grows where 

solid fraction is the lowest [128]. 
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Figure 4.39Die casting simulation for A1 
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Figure 4.40Die casting simulation for A2 
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Figure 4.41 Die casting simulation for A3 
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Figure 4.42 Simulation cooling curve for A1 
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Figure 4.43 Simulation cooling curve for A2 
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Figure 4.44 Simulation cooling curve for A3 
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4.6.3Simulation and Experimental results discussion 
The cooling curves obtained from simulation analysis and experimental results of different 

alloy compositions are in good agreement with each other. The cooling rate for different 

thickness calculated from virtual cooling curves and grain size obtained from microstructure 

analysis show that for smaller thickness cooling rate is higher and consequently grain sizes 

are smaller. It can be clearly seen from physical examination of the cast components the 

shrinkage defects are at exact position that were predicted from the simulation for different 

compositions of alloy. 
The study of cooling rate and corresponding first derivative curves from simulation analysis 

goes very well with the microstructure analysis. The relationship between the experimentally 

calculated SDAS of alloy A2 and A3 and cooling rate calculated from simulation cooling 

curves can be represented by the co-efficient equation as shown in [Equation 4. 1]. 

SDAS=Av-n (4.1) 

Where SDAS is in µm, ‘A’ and ‘n’ are alloy dependent parameters. ‘v’ is 

the cooling rate in [Equation 4.1]. 

Taking n= 1/3 the expression for alloy A2 and A3 are given in Table 4.17. 
 

Table 4.17Comparison of actual and simulation SDAS 
 

 

Section/Alloy 

composition 

A2 [SDAS] 

simulation 

A3[SDAS] 

simulation 

A2[SDAS] 

actual 

A3[SDAS] 

actual 

S-5 39(8.5)-1/3=19.1 51(9.2)-1/3=24.33 18 26 

S-1 39(3.5)-1/3=25.686 51(3.5)-1/3=33.59 25 31 

 

For A2 alloy, A=39 and for A3 alloy, A=51.Research shows that coefficient ‘A’ strongly 

depends on copper concentration [129]. The cooling rate calculated from simulation results 

are incorporated in the coefficient equation and the results obtained for grain sizes are close to 

the experimentally obtained grain size. The coefficient ‘A’ can be used to predict grain size 

from the cooling rate for a definite composition. 

4.6.4 Simulation results to make defect free cast components 
Virtual casting process has its advantage of avoiding wastage of material, money and time. 

Iterations for change in riser dimensions resulted in components having no shrinkage at the 

base of the riser. Simulation predictions can be used to avoid defects by focusing on the 

problem areas and by proper feeding to this area the iterations for both sand casting and die 

casting suggested a change in riser dimension can make components shrinkage free at the riser 

base.  

Increasing the sprue size [Alloy A2] 

Initial virtual trials made with changing the sprue size. Though increasing the sprue dimension 

resulted in shrinkage size reduction but it did not make the component defect free. It can be 

seen in the Fig 4.45. 
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Figure 4.45Solidification simulation iteration [sprue size change] 

Changing the riser dimension [Alloy A2] 

The diameter at the base of the riser for the existing cast iron mold is 20 mm and through iteration 

[virtual] process the base diameter was modified to 30 mm. Many virtual trials for riser dimensions 

done and as shown in 4.46 the shrinkage was finally eliminated from the component. It can be seen 

from Fig. 4.46(a) after 25% of solidification of the component the riser still having metal in liquid 

condition (marked 1 in the figure) and supplying the molten metal required. In Fig. 4.46(a) the hot 

spot marked ‘2’ is eliminated completely. It can be seen in Fig. 4.46(b) there is no shrinkage at the 

base of the riser after 100% solidification. The simulation done for the A2 alloy successfully 

eliminated the shrinkage from the riser base. 
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Figure 4.46 Solidification for modified riser base diameter 

4.6.5Simulation results for spiral [fluidity] tests 
The simulation results for spiral–shape fluidity test clearly reveal the length of spiral is smallest 

for the alloy A2. The scale for spiral length showing 77mm (right bottom corner). For alloy 

composition A1 and A3 the scale is showing 82.9 and 82.4 mm respectively [Fig. 4.47-4.49], 

scale used is 1mm=1cm for simulation. The phase diagram for Al-Cu alloy obtained using 

“Thermocalc Software” as shown in the [Fig.1.2] clearly indicates that freezing range for A2 
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is maximum as compared to other compositions i.e. A1 and A3. It is very well known that the 

lower the freezing range the higher the fluidity. Therefore, the fluidity simulation result for the 

composition goes well with the phase diagram for Al-Cu alloy. 
 

 
 

  

Figure 4.48Simulation (a)cooling curve (b)length of spiral for A2 

Figure 4.47 Simulation (a)cooling curve (b)length of spiral for A1 
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Table 4.18Simulation shrinkage dimensions (in mm) 

 
Alloy Length(l) Depth(d) l x d 

A1 65.3 8.8 574.6 

A2 62.3 9.4 585.6 

A3 66 9 594 

The simulation results go very well with experimental shrinkage  
 

Figure 4.49 Simulation (a)cooling curve (b)length of spiral for A3 
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5. CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 
5.1Variation in casting quality with varying composition 
The analysis and study from various aspects of Al-Cu cast alloys developed; such as using 

different casting processes, varying compositions and varying thickness with their effects on 

cast components led to many important findings. The microstructure analysis and the 

mechanical behaviour of Al-Cu alloys having copper in the range of 4-12 wt% [in the absence 

of silicon] are suitable to use in automotive industries. Based on microstructure and mechanical 

characteristics following conclusions has been listed for developed alloy compositions. 

Alloy A1: 

The alloy containing copper 4wt% in aluminium is one of the most preferred cast alloys and 

also many researches are already done for this alloy. Both in presence and absence of silicon 

the aluminium alloy containing 4 wt% of copper [below its maximum solid solubility limit at 

eutectic]; ease of casting is not much affected. This property is due to less copper which during 

solidification form more eutectic Al2Cu intermetallic. During cooling when α-aluminium 

formation pushes the remaining liquid towards eutectic composition Al2Cu is formed, but as 

copper is less for the alloy time taken for mushy zone to completely solidify is less. This led 

to better quality of cast components. 

Alloy A2: 

Aluminium having copper 8wt% in the absence of silicon exhibit poor quality of cast 

components. Both for green sand and gravity die casting processes shrinkage cavities at the 

base of the riser has been noticed. As compared to alloy A1 the size (length and width) the 

shrinkage cavities are bigger for alloy A2. Keeping other factors such as mold temperature, 

riser size, pouring temperature constant and only increase in copper wt% affected the cast 

quality. The increase in solidification range and mushy zone formation during solidification 

for the alloy are responsible for poor castability. 

Alloy A3: 

Alloy A3 having 12wt% of copper and in the absence of silicon exhibit very poor castability. 

Keeping all other parameters same for the casting with addition of copper shrinkage sizes 

increase at the base of the riser. It can be noted that shrinkage formed at the thickest sections 

decrease gradually with decrease in thickness. The shrinkage cavities formed are smaller for 

sand casting as compared to die casting. For sand casting the rate of cooling is less which 

allows liquid metal to be available for longer time. Even for high wt% of copper the shrinkage 

formed at thickest section is smaller as compared to the die cast counterpart. In case of gravity 

die cast component with 12 wt% of copper the riser solidifies faster due to higher rate of 

cooling and shrinkages formed are much larger. Use of casting simulation software suggested 

to avoid shrinkage formation by changing casting parameters such as change in riser 

dimension.  

The present study helps in deciding to choose the casting process for components with 

complicated shapes. Green sand casting are preferable over gravity die casting for complicated 

shapes. 

5.2Variation in mechanical properties with varying composition 
Alloy A1:  

Aluminium alloy with 4 wt% of copper i.e. alloy A1 is having ultimate tensile strength of 
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126MPa for gravity die cast component. For sand cast component the ultimate tensile strength 

of alloy A1 found to be 70MPa.Tensile properties of alloy A1 improved upon heat treatment. 

SEM images of fractured surface revealed mostly ductile fracture for this alloy. 

Alloy A2: This alloy has ultimate tensile strength of 136MPa for gravity die cast component 

(as cast condition). The UTS improved to 210Mpa after heat treatment. It is discussed in the 

section 4.2.1 as the percent area covered by θ-phase is maximum for this alloy. The fractured 

surface of the tensile sample reveals mixed ductile and brittle type fracture. The %elongation 

also reported for this alloy is less than alloy A1. So ductility of alloy A2 is less compared to 

A1. The study suggest gravity die casting over green sand casting for this alloy when strength 

is the deciding factor. The analysis findings also suggest heat treatment response of alloy A2 

is best among all the three compositions. 

Alloy A3: The alloy A3 having 12 wt% of copper tensile strength is less than alloy A1. With 

increase in copper wt% from 8% to12% the ultimate tensile strength decreases both for sand 

cast and die cast component. The % elongation also decreases due to presence of blocky θ-

phase at grain boundaries. Heat treatment improves the tensile properties of alloy A3. When      it 

comes to hardness alloy A3 exhibit highest hardness among all the three compositions. Both   

for sand cast and die cast component the hardness of alloy A3 is highest. 

Aluminium alloy with 4wt% of copper has better casting properties as compared to other two 

compositions. Al2Cu intermetallics are known to impart better strength at high temperature 

application as compared to Al-Si-Cu [ternary] intermetallics that is formed due to addition of 

silicon. 

5.3Wear properties 
The alloy having 8wt% of copper exhibit highest wear resistance under dry-sliding condition. 

The optimum wear variable combination found for alloy A2 at 30N load and 500 rpm. 

Addition of copper beyond 8wt% affect the wear properties adversely due to coarser grain 

structure. 

5.4Casting simulation 
Casting simulation is the future of modern foundries. The validation of simulation results with 

experimental results can make such software more reliable for industries. The current alloys 

under consideration are very well responsive to simulation results. Alloys with better 

mechanical behaviour and poor to fair castability enhance their yield by using “casting 

simulation software”. The data base of the simulation software used for the present analysis 

has been updated with the developed compositions as these compositions are not commercially 

available. So it can be used for research purpose to predict alloy behaviour with customized 

compositions. The external shrinkage cavity positions, size predicted from simulation and 

from shop floor experiments were in good agreement with each other for all the composition. 
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6. CHAPTER 6 

FUTURE SCOPE OF WORK 
The developed aluminium copper alloys without addition of silicon especially the composition 

having 8wt% of copper possess excellent mechanical and wear properties. Use of such alloy 

where strength at elevated temperature is required can be very economical. Using simulation 

software to produce sound casting with the composition having poor to fair castability is 

necessary before practical implementation. 

The alloy properties of A3 having 12wt% of copper can be enhanced by using grain refiner. 

The alloy though has good tensile strength and better response to heat treatment; refining 

grains can enhance it further. 

Optimising heat treatment can enhance the tensile properties further as response of the entire 

developed alloy was excellent. 

Further research and analysis to improve soundness of casting and refining grains with 

optimised heat treatment process can help in use of the alloy which is comparatively cost 

effective in the area of high temperature applications for automobile industries. 
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